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Preface

This is the second volume of illustrated haibun. The first, past 
imperfect, was a gift book, the preface providing a simplistic rationale. 
Expanding this indicates that the manufacture of these haibun is 
undertaken from the inside, a labour of creative necessity, a journey 
beyond the physical poem stories. The first volume received an 
excellent response in terms of voluntary contributions to The British 
Haiku Society, which is, of course, a Charity. 

& Y Not is also a gift book. To receive a copy write to the author 
enclosing a Self Addressed Envelope with stamps to the value of £1.50, 
US$3. If, after reading, you feel the book merits it, a contribution can 
be made to The British Haiku Society*. 

* Cheques, made payable to The British Haiku Society, may be sent to:
 The Treasurer, Steve Mason, 27 Felix Avenue, London N8 9TL   
 or 
 Stanley Pelter, 5 School Lane, Claypole, Newark, Lincolnshire NG23 5BQ.
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Introduction

1

“Introduction? Careful! Mixed blessing! Weighed, scales side with 
caution!” Three reasons for not: 1  often it is used to justify and explain 
the contents (which should stand or fall by virtue of an independent 
balance). 2   it is an expression of an author’s intellectual knowledge, 
sometimes travelling adjacent to the content. 3   an author’s 
camouflage is dissolved and becomes an unnecessary argument 
against stated or implied views, ideas and rationale, acting as a full 
stop to reading the haibun, which is, after all, the meat, meat juice 
and gravy train of the book.

As author of a few heavyweight Introductions, I have some 
sympathy with the above. But they presuppose an organised 
perspective that may not be applicable to a form and content barely 
out of nappies and which, from the ragbag of available evidence, has 
more evolutionary genes to display. A serious concern, due to a taken-
for-granted interweaving of prose with haiku, is the ease with which 
characteristics are transferred to a different structure and too soon 
cast in concrete rather than treated as quicksand, rapidly spread by 
flowing waters. This approach soon nails itself to a stretched, mind-
white canvas, acting as a mental condom containing experiential, 
innovative and/or consciously irrational developments.

At this early stage in the life cycle of haibun there is greater 
potential if, whatever the reason, limiting parameters remain low 
key and undemanding. Transcribing more complex content means 
that at least language and style need to be the most appropriate, 
however puzzling may be initial results. Form, content, haiku 
‘spirit’ and characteristics are at closure when an integrated totality. 
Introductions can broaden discussion of other contextual, content 
and form possibilities, alternative ways of developing relationships 
of haiku parameters to prose, and be an opportunity to muse about 
new connections, or lessons learnt and transferable from other 
media that may shape process and product in evolving a variety of 
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integrative devices. Means include notes, jottings and questions. 
Outcomes may bring together otherwise disconnected areas and 
disparate events toward a level of homogeneity. Haibun may juxtapose 
unfamiliar language, ideas and sensations to tentatively probe 
orthodoxy, push against the static, redesign the lighthouse so that 
dogmas are spotlighted, the assumed questioned. It is, I suppose, a 
start at unpicking implications, with no hint at what to think or feel, 
only how to.

2

As soon as the word ‘genre’ is sounded, as soon as it is heard, as soon 
as one attempts to conceive it, a limit is drawn. And where limit is 
established, norms and interdictions are not far behind. ‘Do’ ‘Do not’ 
says ‘genre’, the figure, the voice, or even the law of genre. 
(J. Derrida 1981)¹

~
In the West, haibun is a relatively new genre (1). Anyone interested in 
haiku and other forms of literature can participate. Lack of confidence 
may be overcome by picking up paper and pen, speaking into a 
Dictaphone, or opening up your computer and making a start. 

~
In the West, haibun is a relatively new genre (2). Often this invokes an 
initial flurry of writing on its nature, characteristics and parameters. 
Unintended, this can pin down, fix and ascribe formal and structural 
differences, and the like. As readers of the first book in this series, 
past imperfect, will have noted, no one is immune from this virus. The 
result is a number of packages, the outcome of just a few psychological 
variations. One affirms a desire to settle into an agreed consensus 
that allows acceptable variations as long as they do not stray far. A 
safety area is provided, an ordering, oppressive and limiting if in 
conflict with the ordering of others. Another, coming from wild, 
unpredictable regions, baulks at the impossibility of thinking what 
‘ordering’ refuses.  Fragments of what the impossible may feel like are 
as important as necessary failure. Although this seems a deepening 
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into a dark ocean, it also suggests that having few early limitations 
facilitates multi-shaped evolution. Individual psychological fixes will 
determine the self-imposed limits placed on each given piece of work. 
Loose parameters can really be more complex, even anarchic. Many 
outcomes will be as unacceptable to a different group psychology 
as a cave painting to a high Renaissance sculptor. If their extension 
appears unjustifiable the initial unfamiliar results may lead to mental 
mayhem and rejection. No matter!

~
Nullius in verba, loosely translates as ‘take nobody’s word for granted’. 
The motto of the Royal Society is special because of its upfront 
scepticism. A statement of belief is different from that which can be 
investigated and tested, even to the point of destruction.

~
Creative processes involve recognising disjunctive links and unfamiliar 
juxtapositions. Often they are most vibrant, even explosive, when 
passing beyond someone else’s finishing line.

~
Most haibuneers accept as read that haibun is a marriage of prose 
and haiku. This 1 line perspective works on how the different haiku 
genre is appropriately incorporated. No relevant  ‘story’ can be so 
imbued with haiku qualities and particularities that it may be self-
sufficient without their physical presence. Two-dimensional boxes 
contain unquestioned inclusions, seeming ‘natural’ and inevitable. 
This obviates the possibility of being at a loss. Two other accepted 
norms are that haibun are written in the present tense to give 
immediacy and lightness and have to resonate with the spirit of 
haiku. What can this new genre incorporate into it and call its own? 
After all, it is haibun, not haiku! It is more than haiku, more than 
a story. With similarities, it is different. Not worse, not better! And 
these differences are precious, are critical, and deserve examination. 
It may result in a better understanding of how negotiations between 
different stabilities and instabilities matter, work, and where they lead.  
Apply hypotheses, and test them! Here, haiku connect in another 
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discourse, serve other purposes, such as to make literary threads 
more allusive, generate unexpected, even irrational, changes of 
direction, adding a dimension not otherwise possible, acting in ways 
beyond the range and requirements of the self-contained haiku form. 
Equally important is how to achieve a successful finality of a haibun 
minus haiku whose qualities are such that it remains recognizable 
as a haibun. Not easy to achieve but, when successful, introduces a 
welcome if, of course understated, ‘wow’ factor.  

~
Contemporary reality and world view is so far removed from that of 
16th and 17th century Japan, Europe and America that few if anyone 
then living could possibly imagine, let alone creatively transform, 
our experience. Haibun makers have, in my view, little choice but to 
take into account outcomes of the last 100 years or so of Scientific, 
Industrial and Technological developments, and all that means in 
terms of masculine power and control as with, for example, the 
indelicately named ‘Little Boy’ A-Bomb. It took 43 seconds to 
drop on Hiroshima at 8.45 on August 6, 1945, but just a split of a 
moment to explode ancient time and Big Bang into awesome reality 
an Era with H-Bomb destructive capacity. If to this is added life-
imperiling eco dangers, growth of visual and verbal signification 
that squeezes extraordinary domination into half-inch, 5 second 
journalistic vignettes, the impact of film and television on social and 
cultural experience, communication and present understanding, 
a global internet with chat lines and blogospheres that move us 
away from lineal Aristotelian verities of beginning/middle/end 
toward open form, random thoughts, depth and uncertainty able to  
crass-criss-cross cyberspace then haibun, as it stands, has a problem. 
There are alternative versions of ‘the truth’, as in Everyday Reality, 
perfected in the craft of differential selections, that can choose and 
reject to suit, and which would have a knock-on effect on the language 
employed in the attempt to match more allusive, layered meaning. 
Then there is genocide and mass murder, a quantum leap beyond 
anything in history, almost beyond human capacity to absorb let alone 
express or transform, a schizoid anxiety, insecurity and hopelessness 
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when faced with the results of fanaticism, severe diminution of personal 
controls leading to an increase in fundamentalist, childlike angers and 
fears that scream for a safe feeding nipple, a disciplinarian, always-
right-all-loving-controlling-guiding-Almighty-Father, a Disneyland-
happy-forever-and-ever-Heaven-Nirvana-escape that supersedes 
rationality, replacing responsibility for personal maturation with 
faith-based cult of perfectionism that cannot or dare not question 
the belief God, Allah and Bashõ have all the best words, and what 
they say, or are purported to say, how they breathe, their every twitch, 
are unchangeable, immutable truths. The number of components 
defining contemporary experience appears limitless. At least the latter 
highlights a key debate between defenders of Nature and Naturalness, 
the power of instinct and ‘innocence’, and the hankering after origins 
and self-identical authenticity, and those like Jean-François Lyotard, 
Jean Baudrillard, Walter Abish, Angela Carter and J. G. Ballard, with 
anti-humanist and anarchic tendencies, especially when contrasted 
with social stability based upon individual happiness. However it is 
done, indirectly, subtly, abstrusely and abstractly as with Paul Celan, 
with the sinister angst of Franz Kafka, the deceptive directness of 
Primo Levi, dare any of the above be avoided as the context, even 
actuality, of haibun content. Anything else is head-in-the-sand, 
irrelevant historical romanticism, as out of date as darning a hole in 
a modern sock with a Victorian wooden sock stool.

~
…we still put too much emphasis on correctness…The concept of 
correctness is important, but it must have an intimate relation to the 
contemporary state of the language, including spoken language…‘The 
lights were hushed’. [student examination answer ‘figure of speech’] 
might have been used by Virginia Woolf or Ronald Firbank; it is its 
prosaic context which condemns it, not its seeming illogicality. We want 
to encourage people to be vigorous without being slipshod, and delicate 
without being whimsical, and the difficulty of doing this usually issues in 
the safe advice to pray to God and keep your powder dry - with the result 
that the force of prose is kept in complacent suspense, and nothing is ever 
fired…the educated English voice tries to slide past language, disturbing 
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it as little as possible. What is not disturbed may be preserved, but will 
it increase and multiply, will it grow and change?…we must work hard 
if we want to bring into existence, in these and other directions, a more 
supple, buoyant, generous, and forceful English.
Edwin Morgan 1974²

~
some questions:

Can the application of Modernist concerns, evolving an unprecedented 
self-consciousness around the need to write out of a historical epoch, 
help widen expressive range? Similarly with aspects of Postmodernism, 
that claims to reject canons while subverting all kinds of orthodoxies, 
in which the dominant attitude is disbelief, extending especially to 
language and the common-sense view of ‘realism,’ where what appears 
literal is metaphorical, and the prime strategy, itself an anti-system, 
is deconstruction, where events and experiences such as Auschwitz, 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, can even change language, moving from a 
humanist liberalism to incomprehension of an unnameable problem 
through a lack of commonly agreed signifiers, the impossibility of any 
fully coherent work, and the gap in defining context.
 
Should haibun be a literary event or a story that probes beyond 
the level of travelogue but told in a simple, straightforward way, 
unpretentious at the level of literary devices? Or does content ‘dictate’ 
shape of structure, inherent form and the most integrative, even if 
unusual, language? Nearly a century ago Marcel Duchamp made an 
Art form of avoiding Taste, which he equated with habit. It led to 
works remarkably dissimilar from each other but exposing personal 
themes and characteristics, which also existed as the results and effects 
of chance. A haibun without taste? A haibun whose direction alters 
as a result of chance occurrences?

Is the shortness or length of a haibun a concern beyond the 
completeness of statement and intent? 
 
Can, and should, haibun sustain a dialogue between ‘romance’ and 
‘literary reality’?
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Is there yet in haibun sufficient linguistic instability and multiplying of 
surfaces rather than (or maybe in addition to) an increased depth?
 
Should attention be paid to what is accepted and taken for granted as 
‘must have’ haibun characteristics and parameters? Have not some 
become truisms, platitudinous and deadening?
 
Is haibun more a matter of what happens between two extremes: 
the lightness, darkness, weight and implied energy, the story content 
and structure, manner in which embedded haiku are made and the 
relationship they have with the prose, even if this is more oppositional 
than seems reasonable? 

Should juxtaposition be as important a device, less or a more 
significant one than with freestanding haiku?
 
The words of a haibun are just that. They are not living things. But 
beyond the physical and mechanical trappings does there need to be 
another object, another subject, another coalescing?        
 
(Can we describe our incoherent self, fragmentation of a Unitary Self, 
beyond the principal source of sensual pleasure, a machine of endless 
wanting? Yet Angela Carter, in ‘Flesh and the Mirror’ was describing 
ways of finding ‘unsuspected new selves’ by switching narrative voices 
from first to third person).
Malcolm Bradbury 1988³

 
Haiku has an imagist tendency to omit definite and indefinite 
articles. Haibun need not feel awkward about tense and gender 
changes, slipping from first to third and then on to plural tenses and 
back again, aware that it is ‘political’ in that words move into a new 
dimension, a gender interrelationship and indeterminacy. Can we 
really fuse ourselves with Nature without causing a problem difficult 
to resolve? Is there always a distance from natural things, however 
great the momentary illusion of cohesion? Does language do more 
than increase this distance?
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Postmodernism is about fluid and open-ended approaches, 
destabilising, depthlessness, historical experiences forever out of 
reach, celebration of unbelonging, opposition to the myth of origins, 
multiplying of alternative perspectives, the making of (human) hybrids 
to both overcome biological differences and, as ambiguity, an in-
between state of realities. Should haibun not at least be considering 
implications for the genre?

~
A few possibilities:

Start from the complex. Move on to the difficult. Start again from 
there. Then start writing in such a way that the complex seems artlessly 
simple, much like the dancing of Fred Astaire.

Record, using the number of different voices and sexes as required. 
Where appropriate, use Music as haiku, or as part of the front-of-
stage form. 

Incorporate Music into haibun, as concept. By this is not meant shapes 
and structures of specific Works or forms copied as an underlying 
structure, but the effects of sound abstractions that incorporate 
juxtapositions, the totally unexpected, and variations on this basic theme.

In many phenomena there is abstraction, ambiguity and diversity. 
How to best fit these into the structure of haibun? Different events, 
while not completely merging, can strengthen and add richness to 
layering by relating and interweaving contrastive juxtaposition. More 
than two different events may coexist in one haibun. One may be in 
slow speed, another in fast, a third act as a linkage, pulling together 
varied themes, even forms, into a homogeneous unit. Not easy, but 
can it be so planned as to NOT have unity and harmony.
 
Write minus tight organization, with minimum literary effects and be 
as fluidly tasteless as levels of personal development and creativity 
allows.  
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Jean-Francois Lyotard’s concept of the ‘differend’, which is ‘a case 
of conflict’ which ‘cannot be resolved for lack of a rule of judgement 
applicable to both arguments’…leaves only a range of competing 
narratives, each of which has as much legitimacy as any other.
(quoted  in Postmodern Literature, Ian Gregson)4 

~
A haibun is not the event. Nor is it the changes brought to the event 
by memory, any more than the outcome is what the author either 
intended or thought it would be. It is something altogether different. 
Haibun is the sensuality and pain of an event transformed by the 
making and a particular reaction. I suspect the more particular the 
reaction the more complete the haibun. The question of where ‘Life’, 
the simply stated ‘Real’, fit into the prose/haiku dialogue is not as easy 
a one to answer as it might seem. Somewhere along this abnormal line 
walks the imagination of ‘HaibunMan’ that, while striving to include 
life-activated incidents which retain haiku attribute, also turn over 
an everyday stone hoping to uncover an example of the universal 
lurking in the not-so-straightforward mud of the particular. Usually, 
the Everyday is banal, a repetitive reality, a consumer of time. Perhaps 
due to this there is a hankering for more than transference into verbal 
equivalence, or even a liturgy. Why bother with it unless at work are 
Devices, Exaggeration, Layered Stratagems that take us beyond and 
even through the banalities of Everyday? Cultural values are what 
are being exaggerated. A dilemma, indeed! 

~
Human communication involves words. Words are inventions. 
Inventions may be cul-de-sacs, the point at which paths split, or can 
make an almost entirely new route. Words may be one-line, ‘everyday’; 
they are also complex messages and signs. Meaning can abruptly alter. 
Mood can affect interpretation of meaning. Words try to express 
events. They are not events. A prime quality is that they change events. 
Consequently, Haibun, like any language translation from the event, 
is a new result, distorting the causative event and memory of it. Even 
time spent manufacturing determines further change. In this context 
it might be worth recalling the words of Ketan Patel that there is no 
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such thing as an outcome in absolute terms. Outcome is a transitory 
state and, as such, simply a milestone in a flow of events.

~
There is a sense, an anxiety even, we are not as in control of our 
environment as we would wish, certainly not as alone or at-One-with-
Nature as is believed was more normal in a romanticized past. The 
personal and public are interpenetrated. 

~
Haibun can excite all the senses in new combinations: an aromatic 
voice touches hearing, intelligence sees, eyes absorb and listen, ears 
know far more than misinterpretations, smell can respond to words 
and more. Needs of the haibun can change, and these alter form.

~
Haibun are various aspects of confessional writing, and have similar 
aspects of psychotherapy, but are able to activate the least story 
friendly, most complex, abstract and intractable of issues. It really 
should not be a problem if standard form baulks; form is, and should 
be, adaptable. It is not possessive of content. Language may be terse, 
but this does not exclude complexity, or it being less defined, complete 
and more provisional. Liquid and liquefying, it is capable of being 
a multiplicity of reflections and refractions, alphabet letters burnt 
to ashes or recycled in other ways, images and haiku so intertwined 
as to have other impacts. Images and events can shift, proliferate, 
underscore or be more strongly emphasised. This mobility of change 
suggests uncontained, unfamiliar, variable meanings, which break 
through the restraints of the fixed gaze.

~
A memory takes time to maturate into being where and what it is. This 
Is It – The Moment! Now it can emerge from a pupa of adolescence. 
This is the actuality. Nothing of memory remains beyond this. It is all 
you have, so work on it as it is. Tomorrow it may be something else. 

~
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Beyond the fact of and implications for The Bomb and The Holocaust, 
representations of which are still being worked out, is an inevitable 
denaturing. If glued to a 350 year old history and alien cultural 
tradition, these events become more difficult to comprehend let alone 
incorporate into the haibun form.

~
The short story and haiku are separate genres. Cracks appear between 
genres, and differences are linguistically not easily, if at all, capable 
of being resolved. Judgements between them are like trying to judge 
between ‘nature and nurture’, like a character in a police crime 
report and one in a weekly magazine romantic short story. Haiku 
and haibun compete, and the competitive elements, each of which 
has legitimacy, make the language fissure, the ambiguities that hold 
the degree of unresolved conflict. The result may be a successfully 
disordered encounter, a form of disjunctive, even irreconcilable texts, 
as in the science fiction poems of Edwin Morgan.

~
Some haibun in this book are conformist in content and form 
structure. As with the first book, past imperfect, others are not, 
leading to a charge of being ‘difficult’, not even haibun. With some 
the oral tradition helps. Hearing language can change fog to mist, 
sometimes clear the sky of clouds entirely. Some, which I call ‘Impact 
Haibun’, are the synthesis of a poem usually integrated with visually 
disjunctive language, qualitatively different from the more lineal 
layout of haiga. Although at an early stage of development, for me 
these elicit equivalence to some intrinsic haiku qualities. 

~
Nothing can blind us to the achievements of haibun within present 
parameters. But it is often not easy to see, let alone practice, that 
which is latent within an existing landscape or lies just beyond the 
horizon. Think Baroque music and Berlioz, Copeland, Mahler, 
Sibelius, Czackis! Think Michelangelo, trying to come to terms with 
the sculptures of Picasso, Hepworth, Abakanowicz, Kapoor! Think 
Classical Philosophy and the Schönberg-like Tractus of Wittengstein! 
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Against the successes must be set prohibiting limitations: inert range 
of content, repetition of structure and language style resulting in 
prosaic unoriginality and a dulling of poetic sensibility, exclusion of 
uncouthness in deed and language even when apt, failure to deal with 
science and technology, of content-correct but unfamiliar language 
and form, the startling, that which is stated not always in terms of the 
under-stated, the use of metaphor and the apparent ‘obscure’ even 
when a requisite of content, meaning that is never fully expounded. 
The list is relentless! It is like a return to the Augustan period that 
reacted against the widening of allowable subject matter and, so, their 
expression. There is, as always, hope! A few authors are illustrating 
haiku prose as an apt genre in the endless struggle of melding 
imagination with temporary fact.

~ 

1 Jacques Derrida - The Law of Genre, in W.J.T.Mitchell (ed) On Narrative - Chicago University 
Press 1981 page 51

2 Edwin Morgan - Essays, A Hantle of Howlers, A Carcanet New Press Publication 1974 pages 
266-267

3 Malcolm Bradbury - Flesh and the Mirror. Penguin Book of British Short Stories 1988 
4 Ian Gregson – Postmodern Literature,  Arnold 2004 p63 (Jean-Francois Lyotard, The 

Differend, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988, p xi)

October 2005      Claypole
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Firsts

our First bomb
marsh sands manoeuvre

into feet of clay
 
There are many Firsts. First breath. First nose burial close to the milk 
trough. So many! First Events and First Realisations compost earth. 
Take the First bomb that flattens a shop The Charity sorted out to 
get Mum and Dad back on their feet after The Pains. Definitely a 
First! None of us were there. How hit and miss it all is! One moment 
you run a backwater sweet shop. Then you don’t. A first friend with 
whom you shared everything, disappears. You are or are not in the 
right or wrong place at the right or wrong time. Pot luck! How hit 
and miss it all is.

“Gimme the flannel. yer ears an’ eyes are really mucky. An’ when’s 
the las’ time yer nek saw soap?” “Notsir‘ard.” “An’ yer carn’t wear 
that shirt.” “& Y kNOT?” “’Cause it’s dirty, that’s why not. And look 
at yer shoes They aint been cleaned fer weeks”. “I don’wannergo. 
Leavemealone” “Your’regowintergo, and goin’ clean an’ don’t go ov 
on yer own an’ make sure you say ‘fankyou’ an...          njoy yerself!”      

special day
dirty clouds
now clean

We are poor. So is every family for miles around. Par for the course. 
Nothing to worry about. Being different, they notice. Decide the poor 
children of the poor need a treat. A day to remember. A First. They 
give the dosh. Who understands? Same as the war. It starts; we are 
there. Don’t understand. Maybe too many marriages and even more 
children. Like thick crusty bread ladled with beef-spotted dripping, it 
is accepted. So we tumble and bundle and shout and laugh our way 
into more than a 100 London Taxis, a First of an unpredictable day. 
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endless cavalcade
a twist and hill turn of roads

to new firmanents

At the last outpost of land, we stop. ‘Littlehampton-on-Sea-el-
Magnifico’. The Drive, Fields, Cows, Funfair, Seaside, Sea. Firsts! 
But That Sea! Poleaxes senses. Suddenly. There. And a new wind 
holds into my breath. Feet numb, I fix to improbable First pebbles. 
But such is the haze of trance it transports me beyond the weight of 
a small body. i fly. What a First! Inside glide swoops of harsh seagulls, 
above the length, across the breadth of this diving dimension, I fly 
through close-up wave movements that stop somewhere there, where 
skin startles, green fills, sand absorbs.

distant seascape the First fishing boat a sway of greys

When the shore moves, I stumble. Another First. Water attracts. Here, 
thin. There, beyond deep, beyond imagining. Inside this reflected sky 
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is Uncertainty, an Unease of attraction. I may be able to sleep here, 
under its covers take refuge from formless nocturnal apparitions.
Holding tightly to a sudden big hand, shoes and socks somewhere 
else, I small-step into sloppy waves that come and go. As balance 
skews and perspective contracts, this First connection fits; not as an 
equal partnership, but one I survive and, later, slot into the pattern. 
Moved to a First rock pool, for the First time I see a solid liquid 
transparency. Not blinking, without movement, I inspect the clue – a 
fish, gliding round, eyes large, translucent, able.
 
Every bit of this day of Firsts startles.  Here, for the First time, i am 
bumping against a latter-day Serpentine-Eve-Avec-Her-Ripe-Appley-
Adam moment, a Love Affair so Intense, so Integrated a process, so 
Confused, it can be none other than mutually damaging for as long 
as my Evermore lasts.

Later, during the exhausting journey into the dark, a First peacock, 
a First dead bump. Someplace else, another important First. How 
hit and miss it all is!

“Hello luv. How was it?”
“Great!” 

Instant sleep pours into the thin metal bed discarded by the local 
hospital, and mine for longer than I can remember.

crescendo yellow
a first wave of daffodils 

sweeps onto the path
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ARBEIT MACHT FREI

the vermin head count
journey to that last gasp place

a clank of wheel track

THERE IS NO 1 OR 2, 3, OR EVEN MORE ABOUT WHICH I 
CAN BE TOTALLY CERTAIN – OF THAT I AM CERTAIN

after the storm
he stands inside a shadow

now empty of her

work makes free

is set in the stoniest of mines, bottom of a deepest collective of black, 
beyond  the densest shadow of sparrows that hint at Kaddish and Ein 
Sof. 10 are tightly packed in the smallest of cages squashed into a 
airless room of screaming and sightlessness. an immeasurably dark 
noise of flightless wings rapidly jar each other,  frighten and numb 
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beyond the mad cliff-edge music, fight the drop that, intent on obscure 
and unknowing, is most feared.

mud filled puddle
upside down people

speak upside down speak

perhaps i am wrong! work does make free,  if Death Is Freedom, if 
insane logic and things that cannot be grasped makes free, if the 
Ophitic depiction of the universe as a snake swallowing its tail,  
end embedded in beginning, beginning in end,  is credible, then, yes, 
WORK MAKES FREE, makes free, makes free

                   
rooks hunch inside a tint of snow                but       sparrows do not fly

and So, good king god, Bless Us All

noisy jays
they criss cross

ancient railway lines
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surviving the Shadow

shades of the desert
where mountain crags hide in ice
he walks naked

1

Here I am, unanchored and with upturned sight, moving on, with 
mother’s mattress tied to me and a King James’s bible shredded 
through a distant grandfather’s mangled journey. An imposition 
from another place sounds limp across a pulse of  wavering shadow. 
Time-charged trembles ricochet from coal to gas and echo through a 
cusp of lime entrenched pits. In adjacent dimensions Babel language 
tribes randomly come and go. Rivers solidify in beds of ancient blood, 
their surfaces, even before sunrise, simulating mirrors. This may be 
the day differences are nailed. Who knows? Not ancient blood. Not 
look-alike mirrors. Not that searing light casting Faustian shadows 
inside urban meltdown. Not anybody. Not anything. Only time can 
pan these mushroom sensations into gold.

Today yet another path splits into the mass of tomorrow shadow. 
Yet another virginal fusion grasps fission. Each day of each crescent 
moon night repeats connection and disconnection. Shadows learn 
darkness when left to outshine light. Flitting shapes enclose crumpled 
space and a black so turgid it tingles the spines of even those with the 
secret of leaking shadows through multi-tasking showerheads. Here 
is music of shade that enhances a resounding silence.

2

darkness crumbles
incestuous snakes
slither out of shadow
tight skins 
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Today breaks the mould. Today is aromatic. Lost in icon-ingested 
flavours that penetrate subdued lights of anticipation, a path splits 
into sparkling emanations. The sheen of his new smile is viscous, rich 
in a translucency that darkly glows an aura of impalpable blue-black 
recesses, like those spacious Japanese temple shadows designed to 
guide toward variety and mystery and safety. 

Before any light can refute and deny, the simply heard vibrations 
quiver into a taut line. Carefree, he dances along this tightrope, 
singing with upturned sight and making such a noise as befits a person 
who is a Shadow survivor.

distant shape of geese
rise above their shadow spread
the last cut of grass
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The Gift

red day
plum blossom colours
emerge from shadow

Dad can’t do it, what with his vanquished leg and crutches. Mum can’t 
because of her shapes. Brothers won’t because they’ve overgrown. I 
do it, and don’t mind because it is something to do with as I like. 

early dawn      ice-crazed puddles    criss-cross the garden
I practice hard, and it grows into an enmeshment of unlike 

equals. But that’s how it goes! Besides, dad says that’s a good  sign. 
No great shakes as responses are easy to tickle and tease out.  But 
every time it happens is wonderful and weird and tangential. 

I keep my head down, feel good, and tell nobody - just in case.
Smoke signals the effort required. Such a Sisyphean task is one for 
martyrs. “If it’s not done the Council could throw us out. What would 
then become of us?” Dad, serious, replies “You’re right! Now we’re 
safe” Hear a seed of gratitude in the tone of his voice.

dug earth   moves from this place to that   after a shower   weeds stir
I dig and sweat and live in the ache of distant muscles. An 

aspiration to accept weeds as flowers falls on stony soil, preferring 
earth that, when crumbly touchy, is clean of them and richly browns 
piling up next to greens of buttercup grass. Most of  all I like squatting 
and planting down into the earth’s deepest inside, pushing secret 
interiors, fingers burying under the darkest mystery. Down there 
shapes do secret things and personal things and powerful things and 
make me quiver. But I also plant above the earth. “They’re rhizomes” 
my brother, who will be a scientist, says. These ‘rhizomes’ lie half 
in half out of the earth. “They’re ‘flags’” mum says. A square yard 
grows her ‘flags.’ 

bareback work      with an iris in her hand     she watches 
Into other square yards are a cornucopia of baby things I’m given by 
Mr Sheehan. But for ‘at last’, he has a pack of wild boys with wildly 
uncombed ginger  hair. ‘At last’  is also ginger, but combed and plaited. 
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“He’s ill” says dad. “Too many of ‘em” mutters mum. Expressionless, 
he grows food. Gives me weak, left-over plants.

perfumed earth
a rusty gate pulls open
on this solstice day

 
Gerry Sheehan just wants to fist me every time we meet on account 
of how, when I was nine and his plomp of a sister six or seven, I 
pulled the elastic of her dirty knickers and had a quick peep inside. 
She’s nothing there. Another worry for her mum and dad! Jerry is 
more worried about my ‘sin’ that’s blighted his family forever. “The 
slate must first be wiped cleaned.” his church guy tells him. I don’t 
go anywhere that tells me slates must be wiped clean by beating hell 
out of someone. That’s Old legal Testament mullarkey! 

Once Gerry came to my garden with his dad. My ‘sin’ must have 
driven his church man big time mad because he even tried to beat up 
my weak plants. O.K. he did it furtively, but that’s Gerry. He never 
came again. His brutal shoes and smelly feet can bugger off! I don’t 
want to spend more time with someone who tells anyone who’ll listen 
“Ee’s a blaidin’ sinner an’ oi yam gonna make ’im fekin pays forrit. 
Farder McDonagal, oo dos good wirks, says everytink ‘bout sinning’ 
isn Baible.” “Where?” I make bloody sure he doesn’t get in the way 
of my plants doing good works for me, make sure they and me still 
speak the same speak, that our suns set with no harm done.

sunbathed rain
the soft bounce
of carrot leaves

First appearances confirm my magician status. “Tank dem fir ‘elpin’ 
yus tru d bad toimes” Mr Sheehan tells me, who collects horse shit 
from the roads. “Good for roses.” I don’t have roses but do it anyway. 
Mum does it when I’m at The Grammar where I discover “manure 
should be well rotted before digging into earth.” Shit! 

up and down earth    through sun and rain    plant games thrive
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As they grow stronger and greens darken I talk more openly; if wilt, 
run for water; if weaken, tie to sticks, hoe out weeds and bowl slugs 
and snails over-arm into the rubbishy end garden. I also talk with birds, 
who click and flutter, and worms, that hang over my fingers five at 
a time. At The Grammar I learn worms can be cut in half and grow 
into two. No split to hold their sex! No head at both ends! Cut in two 
and don’t die!  A few quick chops and mine squiggle on rich earth. 
Where there is five will be ten, twenty, forty, until the Cosmos is an  
arpeggio Medusa of worms. Their wriggling is frenzied. Jeez! They 
can’t be feeling pain! Bloody teacher never told about that. Squat 
to watch. How do they heal? Where does the end with no mouth 
get one from? Birds fly in and pick up the bits and fly off. This is a 
mysterious, miracle garden. 

saturday evening
replete with mixed aromas
steam from clothes of dirt

When, flushed, I carry in a ribbed, darkly green leaf prime lettuce, 
whitely plump spring onions, the reddest skinned radishes ever, 
wet-lip looks, cowslips and hedgerows, a carousel path of salad days 
replace all others. “Wash them. We’ll eat ’em fresh as fresh”. “Green 
fingers, ’arry, that’s what ees got.” “He certainly ’as. You ’ave def-an-
ut-ly got xtra speshull greeen fingurs”. “I know” I say, looking at them 
like they were extensions of magic wands grown on me by mistake. 
This is grown-up talk for ‘The Gift’. Read about it at The Grammar. 
An Aunt claims “it’s-frum-im-oose-name-cannot-be-spoke.” The 
brother who will be a scientist says “its genes.” “Don’t know about 
that” says dad, “but I do know it is a Gift of mighty pro-porsh-uns. 
Proof-of-the-puddin’-is-now-in-the-eatin’. So ’ere’s to gifts” says dad, 
holding high his cup of brewed tea. “and to Stanerlee” says mum, 
holding hers up, too.

May heat
already The Gift
needs water 
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“Dad, ’ave I really got The Gift?” “Look at tha lettice. The size of 
it! An’ those unyins an’ radishes. Have you got The Gift!”. “Can 
I get a job with the gift?” “Don’t see much demand for gardeners 
’round ’ere. Bu’ oo knows where such a Gift can take you”. I really 
want to be a gardener when I grow up and, with food grown from 
well rotted manure, feed poor children, even if some are like Gerry 
Sheehan. Dad sees my wet eyes, even though my face is down. “Listen! 
There’s only two ways I know ov getting’ owt ov this eestate”. “Yer 
cun crook yerself or brain yerself off” we all singsong in chorus. 
“Any chance of mixin em?” A silence. More silence. “Maybe. Yes.  
M a y b e.”. I stop listening, comfortable eating my green Gift.

  
Wedding Feast
a room  ripples
with The Gifts
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saturday morning pictures at the Odeon

saturday morning   the fact that all bets are off   means only one thing

“MUM, I’m late”. “So what you miss? Adverts for what you don’t 
want, don’t need and can’t buy? Better you miss.” “Mum.They-don’t-
have-adverts-on-Saturday-and-I’m-really-really-late-and-I-am-going-
to-miss-the-beginning”. “Here’s thrupence.” “Thanks mum, penny for 
gum?” “Here, don’t lose it, and remember to sit with the boys” she calls, 
her voice swinging louder as the front door angles open. “Wivthebouys. 
And mind you come straight home. Dinner’ll be ready”. Oh Jeez! Her 
‘cooking’! Why does it always alchemise into concoctions so distorted 
from original ingredients. Meat, swamped in fat, burns. Vegetables 
filter out taste; an anti-culinary gunk served on disparate, cracked 
and cold plates; simulacrum of meat inside green slop.  Her cuisine 
is not a reason to hurry home.

good looking cowboys
stir fried camp fire fresh killed food
always successful

Back at the Ranch kids come from miles around to enjoy the 
weekly party with their upright Western ‘goodies’ and the fierce-
looking, foreign-speaking Amerindians, the cause of most concerns 
for these simple-living, honestly-puritanical folk, believers in the one 
true God.  And that was just the hors d’œuvre!  
an adventure    trapped in black and white   blue grey eyes    cannot see     what is what.

An unruly queue stretches the length of the Picture House 
and round the corner. By the time I arrive, breathless, it is shuffling 
forward. Street ‘bruvvers’ pull and huddle me in to screams from 
members of other gangs; the Bulls, Thugs, Pirates, Wolves and 
Greyhounds, any of whom would up-end me for half a ‘woodbine’.

dangerous trail
i alone share with it
breaking sticks and stones
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Insideisalready asardinetin ofcleanedupkids packedtightlytogether 
byacacophony ofsound thelikeofwhich isfoundnowhereelse 
andevenhere onlyon saturdaymornings. Already it is too late for a 
back seat, where sidelong glances at youthful groping scores high on 
anybody’s non-scholastic learning curve.

picture house lights dim
cathedral of adventure
flickers a shared faith

We settle down. Now begins the business of battling daemons. We 
are hit by the first filmstrip breakdown, surely designed into the 
programme just to cut our bonds with the black and white mind-
bender. A choral symphony of whistles and groans from every part 
of the multi-coloured Rococo cavern. Intrusion of full-on light comes 
between me, Paying Customer, and me, Greatest Surrogate Hero, 
and I hate it soOO much. 
new mystery sounds. light bounces around the space of the ‘flea-pit’.
The action is b and w.  

violence erupts
from inside the front row seats -
knives at the ready

First there is the never-ending drama of Indians who invite defeat, 
even destruction, from the more advanced bullets of white-and-
be-upstanding-for-the-good-and-righteous-ones. Cheers when well 
aimed. Boos at arrows that hurt close friends. Cheers when they fail to 
penetrate the soft flesh of hardy immigrants trying to sort themselves 
out in a young country. Haven’t they suffered enough already? Boos.

I know the ending! Cheers as the music rises to a crescendo.        
Where is my hero?

In the seat base of this black vessel instant imagination is in 
virtuous overdrive. Reminder of last week’s cliff-hanger. Temperature 
rises as I watch again the fearless saviour-of-all-that-is-worthy, with 
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not a little difficulty and in the nick of time, battle to avoid death. 
Still dangling from a low-flying bi-plane piloted by a blonde whose 
beauty is so extraordinary, skin so purely white, lips such heart shapes 
of the brightest red, she can be no other than the top quality female 
mutant. An engine has spluttered into flames and is reaching out 
to cinderise he-who-spits-in-the-face-of-fear. DICK BARTON - 
SPECIAL AGENT. Noise of the plane rushes ever lower, ever closer 
to the enlarging mountainside forest of snow captured fir trees. An 
abrupt but short 90° change of direction. The plane grows rapidly, 
heads straight for me, then back to the sideways drama as it hurtles 
towards the trees and certain death. In that change of viewpoint and 
return, in that spasm of time, I am audience terrified of being hit by 
a thin-skin-screen-gorgeous-and-brilliant-pilot-and-endangered-hero 
joined to safety by but a thin cord. Simultaneously, I am emotional 
subject and object.  

an aeroplane dive
enclosing landscape expands
in black and white tones

Will he escape?  “deee da dee daa  duumm”, we sing loud and clear, 
a wondrous mass, to the thump, thump of “will-DICK-BARTON-
my-DICK-BARTON-me-STANLEY-BARTON-escape-next-week” 
music. Of course he will! Of that there can be no doubt. After all 
this time we would be pretty dumb not to know that much. The 
serious money is on HOW? This week’s escape employs the not yet 
fashionable technique of ‘expect the unexpected’, only to be attacked 
in even more cruel ways by He-Who-Would-Rule-The-World-For-
Evil-Purposes and his pathologically disturbed cronies who, to cause 
confusion, adhere to the romance of dancing with Nature.

a smudge
on the magic screen
it means everything
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For an hour, within vignettes of grey tones, my solidity absorbs his 
thin three-dimensions. Now it is my handling of problems, my incisive 
skills, my special training that enables me to crack enigmatic Codes, 
my exposure to right and left brain that beats the bare aggression of 
those who know better but don’t give a damn. I, too, have back-up 
agents. Well, who wouldn’t? But, when-all-the-cards-are-on-the-table, 
the successful strategies and winning plans are mine and mine alone. 
DICK’s filmstrip energy, strength, probity, integrity and rapier use of 
Underground language, cutting edge intellect and masculine finesse, 
his neutral reaction to serious events which trample and destroy more 
innocent and less able men and women is, in the rapidly moving 
dream of this adventure haven, and by a complex Lyotardian process, 
transferred to me. To this add two superhuman powers, part of an 
endowed genetic continuum. Layer upon layer of Nietzsche Superman 
is my blessed lot. No evil Empire will reign supreme while I live. And 
beyond even this is the Time Machine with which I will save, not just 
the earth, not even the Galaxy, but the Universe itself. Yes, even that! 
Travelling back and forth, between action and sensation, time and 
magical applications, happily clinging to the coat tail of an imaginative 
development that leads at least to Mahler moments of epiphany, able 
to transmute fears into supreme events, overcoming dangers that 
almost defy invention, is an altogether more vivid experience, and 
one that, when the opportunity arises, should not be ignored.

saturday morning
i am dreamer supremo
light blue moiré eyes

Drifting in light-headed walk across the sky I meander home, my 
dinner a vapour qualm as an adventure of gargantuan proportions 
edges me in a new direction, far beyond the reach of deceased 
meat and skeletal greens. The epicentre moves from unbalanced 
architecture, changes into a game of secret agents. All is not as it 
seems!   Passing bodies are a coded message for aimless destruction. 
Unsteadiness of bricks and mortar pinpoints this unravelled truth. 
Disordering silence brims with noise.
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 How could I, when asked, “what do you want to be when 
you grow up?” answer “A top-of-the-pile film-star adventure detective” 
knowing how much Dad goes a bundle on an amorphous Pension. 
I have just lived through an exalted event! The inexpressible is my 
cloak. I am compromised and there can be no redemption or heroic 
solution. 

“Dinner ready?”
“Yes. You’re a bit late luv. Any change?”
“Nope”
“’owwasit?”
“great! really grrraayt!”

stll inside the flicks
cnquering blck and whte knights
wlk a nwer pth
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My Sporting Dad

            
Winter of 1944-45. Stalin is still a darling, still a Movietone News 
Hero spread wide across all our hearts, still the wise, caring Father 
of victorious and grateful children, and entrenched leader of the 
everlasting Revolution. Hitler, horribly lost inside the black distemper 
of paranoia, might be realizing that being semi-cognizant visually and 
semi-literate architecturally does not equate with ethical probity. I 
am still years from the 11+ examination that will wobble me into a 
NewModelLand of PublicSchoolSimulacra and daily return me to 
where I ineptly ape RuggedGuyModels and curvaceous shapes remain 
hidden inside the illusion of distant light breaking into shimmering 
sparkles. It is a harsh winter in which nothing is spared. We frazzle 
at the edges of interior climactic turmoil.

Suddenly, in this burnt townscape, Mum says she is going to visit 
a younger sister whose husband I never ever heard speak, who works 
at a Joe Lyons Corner House in a posh part of London, who might 
have modeled anti-Semitic Nazi posters and how I am going with her 
and “isn’t it lovely I can play with my cousins and…” 

A younger and older cousin some place else, sisters blasting away, 
a silent uncle; a red-hot recipe for a stir-fry of a boring afternoon. I 
am bored. Silent Uncle silently slips me a book and nods towards a 
bedroom. It is old. History of Sporting Jews. Not interested in sport 
I flick at it, desultorily glancing at whatever irregular pages turn 
up. It seems a mishmash of sports, biographies, unfamiliar names, 
photographs.     

Then the shock of seeing the only photograph I will ever see 
of a bipedal dad! Before he is a dad of three voracious sons, of 
course! A photograph of a teenager with no teenage amputation. I 
am surprised and shaken to see it, proud he sparred with Kid Lewis, 
that rarity among blasting Jews of being a Boxing World Champion. 
Still it does not seem what I know is the natural order of things. This 
ancient, fading photograph, printed on vapour-thin paper, is an 
equation not easy to solve viewed in the here-and-now. A yellowing, 
2 dimensional valediction, this is an unfamiliar history that shows a 
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basis of sinewy solidity and firmly planted roots. It just does not add 
up, does not seem right. 1 leg is for real. Here the pose is of hope, a 
move up-and-away from distended poverty. Here, on this butterfly 
page, is no hurt or even fruit of perpetual discomfort. Here two legs, 
balance and hold up a surreal, static convention. For as long as my 
forever he has swung one leg in three-dimensional space, even when 
extraneous parts of the picture remain flatly 2 D. These two legs are 
what freak me. Does he have other secrets to be discovered in some 
hidden paperback? Before going home I silently give the book back 
to my silent Uncle whose face structure makes him always seem to 
have a left-eye wink.

I will never tell him I discovered his sporting secret. To remain 
authentic, he can never ever tell me there is a secret.

 
photograph fades
his static pose
moves me
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ower Leada

Union Jack droops
war end and his dreary voice
blows into full mast 

Goin’ to the meetin’. Cummin? Yer can ‘old me arm. It’s a bit slippery 
on the grass.
Yes. What is it? I mean, Who?
Masses of people. Masses. Lots of women. 
Why so many women?
War took men.
He is spare with language. Squelchy grass.  The mass shuffle open to 
let us through. From St Helier hospital, a chair. No one else sits. A wet 
field stretches to the edge of Number 10 School. Seems I’m in charge 
of crutches.
Thanks he mumbles to everyone.
A small man is helped onto a box. Thin. Balding. Ee’s no Errol Flynn, 
that’s fer sure. Masses of cheers. Masses! Clapping bends air. Hands 
wave, punch air. For him?
Who is ee, dad?
Clem Attlee.
OO?
Ower Leada. Shush! E’s starting.
Don’t like ‘is glasses I whisper.

thin glasses looks up
a mass of women pulsate
as ’is voice opens

My friends, I want, this evening, to talk about the future, the future 
of our bruised land. We have suffered a terrible war, one we did not 
need, a cruel war that killed too many. We grieve for them. We grieve 
for the loved ones they left behind. They cannot help us rebuild our 
broken country. But it will be rebuilt. WE shall rebuild it.
Masses of silent people. Inside the drizzle masses of silent. I wonder how 
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‘ower leda’, with his scrawny white neck, can leave out so many ‘ands’. If 
I wanted to lead, would I? Shiver when Churchill speaks on the wireless. 
Shiver! Not here. Not now.
Can we go soon dad? It’s raining. 
Hush! You might never get another chance to see him in the flesh. 
I’m cold. 
The evening is dreary. Ower Leada’s voice is dreary. Trilby hat umbrellas 
his nearly bald head, and it’s dreary. Everything is dreary. AND wet. AND 
cold. WET and COLD. Masses of nearly all women are silent, are still, 
are inside wet and cold, are listening.
Today the magnetic north of power is shifting. But we will not be 
distracted from the job in hand. The Labour Movement opposes, 
and always will, those who, for their own benefit, run the means of 
production. Wealth made by the workers, I promise, will be used to 
benefit workers. We shall Nationalise the mines, repeal the anti-worker 
Trade Disputes Act, establish a national insurance scheme”.
Masses of cheers loud enough to drown drizzle and warm cold. What 
are these things?
We, partners in the future, will make sure no one will ever again 
go hungry, or die because they cannot afford medical help. We will 
create a…
More cheers. More masses of airwaves. The evening is warming around 
this dreary-voice, this trilby hat and those distant seeing eyes. Without a 
stirring voice he speaks a leader’s stirring words to a stirred mass. Tears 
and drizzle stop. Much of what he says is familiar; rehearing Dad, who 
can recite great chunks of ‘The Communist Manifesto’ and ‘Das Kapital’ 
like some people recite Wordworth’s ‘Daffodils’. It sounds a primitive 
spin on an old theme, the economics of black and white dreams, music 
of desire, of a craving to extirpate war and death from the system, from 
being a solution. I watch dad clap and clap. I watch the how of ower 
leada. Still masses of delirious, of frenzied waving, whistling, cheering. 
He is determined. He knows what to do. They believe he will do it. He’s 
good. So why am I not clapping?
Together we will create a National Health Service FREE to all in 
need.
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Create, Stanley. Not build or make or establish. Create! Did you 
hear it? 
I hear the word really affects him. Not a time for questions. 
It won’t be easy but, with your help, a Labour Government will sweep 
away…
Dad’s eyes are alive, his mouth animated, hands hot and the lines on 
his face emotional.
inequalities. From the ashes of our pain, we will build a New 
Jerusalem. We…
I cannot hear anything; have stopped listening; just watch his thin 
lips move in, out, up, down. Beyond, the mass of noise is such the 
sky just breaks up. Splits asunder. Only dad and me don’t cheer. He 
is trying to stand, and even if I had been stormed into the future, am 
too stubborn to admit it.
He don’t speak like Churchill.
Churchill’s a War Leader. Have no doubt, Stanley, our Leda is the 
future. Yaw’l see.
Is Owl Leda a great man? I mean, Really Great?
Yes. Yes he is. 
Standing up, crutches pushing into squelchy grass, he claps like there is 
no end to clapping and no end to Solid-Honey-Tomorrow-Rainbows. 
It will be a long time before I see the likes of such euphoria, so much 
conviction, so many women.  The last we see of owr leada ‘in the flesh’ 
is him being helped into a big black car, the like of which I’d never 
seen. A swan passes, wings up and down, slow and steady, tail feathers 
ruddered. 
I’d like ter be a Leda, sumday.
When you are, tell the people you lead how you was there when 
‘someday’ began.
Watch how you walk dad, it’s slippery! 
I hold his left arm. 

grey of sky clouds
a low sun squeezes them
until the red drips
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if U hear what i see

wind storm
a quiet lady
has her say

“if you mean
what i hear”

Once upon a very long time ago a softly dyslexic mum, apropos 
an argument that raged through Socialist Left, Fascism, Soviet 
Communism, Islamic, Jewish and Christian Fundamentalism, 
Wittgenstein, Marxism, and anything else that pushed a raucous 
mouth through the crowded noise, said:

“Hey boys! BOYS! sometimes eyes say it better than words, if U hear 
what i see”
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spilling adolescent blood

a calm before budding
poised on the branch’s
tip

   Sosei¹

Art. Hard work. OsmosisinsideConcentrates. to Enjoy. Hardest life 
drawing is. EvolvesosmosisHeadache into. Headache Masterpiece. 
when not Drawing Life. Try hard and harder. but no comparison. 
Saving grace: effort diminution balances Bi Sexing. Passionate. Often 
passionately too much. much As possible. Many agree avec moi. Tu/
Vous. I/You. i/U.  Are agreeable. as Often as can. can Adolescent life 
be more? I mean. Meaningfully. Intensely. Layering eggs of gold leaf. 
Delay Into. adolescent Dream. Into. sur-real days&knights. 

poppy seeds
their potential is
for now
more than enough

Process to Enjoy. Enjoy the Process. Body. Different ways to. Different 
bits of. flesh Distributes. Pose. Balanced. Toward Preparatory. 
Framework to Transformation. first Light. to Drama sans Katharsis. 
Theme Variations. effects? Emphasize/Lessen 3 dimensional existence. 
Juxtapose Shapes positive/negative avec mark-Making. Darks intense 
combine avec fragility. combine Delicate lights. and Whites. Harsh 
Mingled with. Soft mingled with. putty rubber. Tool of Change. Tool 
to Push. tool to Mature drawing. Passion of Rubbing away. NOT out. 
Adds to. Elimination? Wrongdoing? Never. Process. Transfiguration 
and on. Surprises. how Naked Beautiful is the body. Just Is. Young. 
Oldest. Man. Women. Boy child. Girl child. All between. Fat. Thin. 
Muscles tight. muscles Lax. Lined fingers. Boned as old Rembrandt 
old people of old flesh different Real as the Canvas flesh interned with 
Tintoretto or Rubens und Naked Cranach wombmen. Transformer 
to Creation. Creative Changers to. Hips to. Breast to. two legs and 
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feet to. Great Feat. Chop up an Edge. mash Stereotype frog pulp 
into soup. Outside the frame. Bodies still life beauty all. Sometimes 
fantasy fodder. Occasional world shatter. add Everyday. add cosy 
Nights. add summers of Heat and rising springs. No more! 

Adds evening class. Day teacher. adds Charisma. on/off. Enthuses. 
Upsets. Angers. Encourages. passed Sell-By-Date. Reanimates Great 
Dutch Flower Painters. Great Stubbs and Horses. Joined-up-drawing 
style. Michelangelo B./Augustus J. Out of date. mean Reincarnation. 
Bohemian manners. each of each time he mine drawing taketh. 
drawdown sum detale. besideth mine straining fullness. ov legge bodie 
hand or hed. Slicknesse Magnifico! A.J orr M.B. Plaguiarwriste. never 
Hole of bodie. Never xpand-able to completeness ov bodie par moi. 
nor wood I everre wante two. Butte. so quikley appeer so skillfulle so 
corerrect of tekneek. Marks Xcite. Tactilian moves. many stewdents 
impregnatious. Dire results for aforesaid. and Ego spotlit. I Less 
Competent. cannot copy his copy of. Goatee beard. Uplifted chin. 
Sharply boned nose. Feature of broad nostrils. his Eyes. Haughty. 
Perennial Message. Failures spotlit. Without gain. Again. and A gain. 
Mr Ellis Island.

departing spring
a bird cry – fish eyes
fill with water

Behind me. as usual. Sniff. Grunt. Coded Signal. Make Way! Off 
Course. pour  El Maestro. of  course! I swear I do. as usual.  peer over. 
Lean forward. to Watch. to Admire. but Also  Bored. Seen Times 
Many Before. Yet. Yes. Yes i Do like him. Why? why waste time  on  
it?  but I do. Teach-tricks-of-the-teaching-trade. Covertly.  by-Law-
of-Opposites. positives and negatives. reactions and actions. Effects 
of Repetition. Eliminate this. Exaggerate that. Melting pot of. Pros 
et Cons. when To Do. when To Talk. messages from Deep Inside. Ego 
spotlit. Fiddleybits and Bigbobs. As Usual.

sky above
sea below
‘all’s well with the world’
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No notice. zilch Thoughting. Nix. So it Happened. outoftheblue. 
I know not How. Ask of body inside joinedupbitsandbobs inside. 
Secreting secretly. Secrets. Living Secrets. All day. All night. Every. 
like to be Born as. but Here? but Now? but Why? Don’t ask me. Done 
it before. Did not ask then. C’est moi. blood and more blood. gushes. 
Worn out Washer? gave up the ghost. Pressure to Burst packaging. 
Floods onto. lips chin neck shirt into blood of father and his and on 
to all the fathers that ever were and will be and the anguish pain 
and tears of all the mothers times before and times yet to pour hotly 
with blood that purifies and saturates and kills colours disfigures and 
recovers blood of drama’s zilch cathartic no more dysfunctional or 
functional no longer anything beyond whatever it is in its caste of 
deluge. this is Blood. not Asking. no Demanding. not Giving. not 
Forgiving. Nothing Beyond Exactly What It Is. except! 
mixed footprints length of a path fades inside sand shadows
Some Blood! Beyond Control? i promise. only Little. seen as in Slow 
Motion. Arrives. Destination. my/his Drawing. Only little. spreads. 
paper weave and fibres. Change drawing to Different. His perspective. 
And mine. Simultaneous. Silence. of blood drop. of  room. of me. of 
Him. Largest Silence. Functional silence. Concentration Transforms 
to. Horror silence. Disbelief. full Anger. beyond thoughts. Adapt to 
Unexpected. No way for him. that’s the way it is. Security cover blown. 
he goes to Petulant. Childish. Terminal stuff-and-nonsense. Control 
shot to pieces. Situation. I can nothing to retrieve. Blood colour. Blood 
river trails. C’est la…Him. no Pity for. Eruption. So? it is His when 
all is said and done. So? so be it. his Problem. So overflow it Flows. 
do Not be affected by. is his Ball and Chain. his Downhill. never 
happened before. So Why cannot he cope? good Question. another 
Quanta of Perhaps  fame. This Detail. Designed for? Archives. 
british museum His Secret secret? Who Really Knows? Anger is 
Boundless. guttural Expletives to right. Spit sounds to left. Echoes 
of Hollow trust. “youbugger. whataveyerdun? whYfurchrisesake? 
yerdiditonpurposeyerlittlebleeder. well didn’t you?”. so tosses he 
away lineal time bits.
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deep autumn: the person next door – wonder what he does?   Bashõ²

room Ark packed. he Rages against uncontained flood. Waves of 
silent Fears. Flow and Ebb. 

After his sharp-boned, sky-aimed cheek-bones, beyond fraught, self-
possessing eyes, blood will never spill the same again. There is only 
a complex Dove way back from such a simple deluge.     

bottom of a steep climb          a throb of heartbeats

¹ translated by Lee Gurga and Emiko Miyashita
² translated by Eri Kamoshida
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a time for crutches, a time to die

above corn stubble
that final painting of sky
with black blackbirds* 

when a rubber cap wore down, and the sound of wood scraping on 
pavement heard, it is replaced with one taken from a bag of clones. 
with a larger-than-life hand it is pressed on until a tight fit.

after he died, covered to his neck by a white sheet that crudely masks 
and mimics his unique shapes, i sit with him. a cold room. so am i. 
so is he. it is silent. so am i. so is he. i am lonely. so is he. i wear the 
numb loss. he is naked.  a thin door opens. 

 “Time to go, love. It’s a long journey”.
a pair of disembodied crutches lean against the dazzling white wall. 
wonder how he would cope if one broke. never saw a back-up.

that was a long time ago. cannot remember whether his crutches 
died with him.

no second heaven
through a locked gate he is lost
to me forever

* the last painting of Vincent Van Gogh before he committed suicide.
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remembering Do’s and Don’ts

alone in a crowd       dream of a poppy      inside red fires

sometimes i think of dad.    remember him wearing    a silent face. 

sometimes i remember his resigned look; re-image others to refill 
silences of those on the wrong side of  locked doors in a grey gas 
factory empty even of shadows. sometimes i remember excitement, 
and acceptance; acceptance of solutions to ills which might solve 
his own. i don’t remember him succumbing to the fatuous, or 
correspondences to blind faith. don’t remember him talking about 
conspiratorial outcomes. don’t remember him carrying home a book. 
i do remember the ice-cold anger  ‘hanging is too good’ inside his 
stabbed voice. i remember fingering his face, contours of painful 
survival, detailed trails spread across maps of extensive carnage. 

sometimes, i think of dad. remember him wearing a silent face.

 alone on the road        man-made poppies       in water
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“whether commentary[…] is built into a structure of a history or 
developed as a separate, superimposed text is a matter of choice, but 
the voice of the commentator must be clearly heard. The commentary 
should disrupt the facile linear progression of the narration, introduce 
alternative interpretations, question any partial conclusion, withstand 
the need for closure […] such commentary may introduce splintered or 
constantly recurring refractions of a traumatic past by using any number 
of vantage points”

Saul Friedlander: Trauma, Transference and Working Through 
“History and Memory 4 (1992)” 39-55

family portrait

bending down the stairs backwards i look up and see ghostly dad one crutch 
on the step above and one on the step above that look down ~ one brother 
collapses behind a locked door tiny toilet ~ the other tries to beat up mum 
- first i go berserk at him ~ with no telephone i then run as fast as i can 
to get the doctor whose disturbed breakfast feeds a fat ego ~ he will not 
come ~ above us the sky war goes on and on until so weary it collapses 
behind its own locked toilet door ~ no doctor in sight ~

hothouse implodes  debris of a vanished night starts another day
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  Home and Hospital 4 J I

1

Home and Hospital for Jewish Incurables rolls round the mouths of 
lingo jingoists with a musical flavour theme; a name to savour and  
A-M-A-Z-E with fantasy hope glazing a Winter sun. Everyday 
language endowed, it exudes misunderstanding. Alive before the 
hosanna of good deeds became a glint in socialist eyes, it is truly a 
linguistic and textual simulation of tattooing. Or maybe it evolved to 
vibrate with the many psychological nuances of philanthropic needs, 
or is just an aesthetic statement of pride for a tribe whose most sick 
are close to that ultimate loss of breath. Certainly it is ambivalent,  a 
name to confuse and touch frost with a foregone conclusion.

2

Dad knows of a job going begging in a sweatshop that mum could 
do. He knows about it a long time before he tells her, convinced I 
should first settle into The Grammar School. She wants to travel to 
the centre of London; is indifferent to the long, blinding hours. Her 
mean wage changes into food which, Friday evenings, she lays over a 
rickety table. Alongside mainstay food are delicacies whose existence 
we had only known about via rare mention of parental childhoods. 
We unpack the meaning of shared events hidden inside mundane 
objects; are unmoved by thin promises of better times ahead; know 
there is no help with homework; hope wildly overgrown privet hedges 
continue to express; listen for signs that advertise his safe arrival, 
and that he will soon sit close to the small coal fire, rubbing chapped 
hands watching her watching him.
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3

Home:  1 a place where you expect to be danger free; where, even 
after ‘losing it,’ you will not go to prison because the only 
crime is that committed against phonemes. It is a place 
where shadows  are usually friendly and unmitigated 
love is genetically related

 2 an institution where professional care is provided (what 
an overlap!)

  origin: Old English ham of Germanic origin
and:  conjunction used to connect words of the same part of 

speech, clauses or sentence; connecting two identical 
comparatives

  origin: OE and, ond of Gmc origin
Hospital: an institution providing medical and surgical treatment 

and nursing care for sick and injured people. There is 
usually a rational foundation of hope that, whatever the 
entrance price, it is based on a return ticket

  origin: Middle English via Old French. From medieval 
Latin  

  hospital. Neut. of L hospitalis
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for:  preposition  - representing, in place of; in support or 
defence of; with a view to; to reach, arrive at, be received 
by, or belong; after expressions implying fitness, as 
regards etc.

  conjunction - introducing new sentence or series of 
sentences with proof of or reason for believing what has 
been previously stated

  origin: OE, Old Saxon for, Gothic. faur, prob. shortened 
Gmc fora 

Jew(ish): a member of the people whose trad. religion is Judaism 
and who trace their origins to the ancient Hebrew people 
of Israel

  origin: ME from OFr. giu via L from Gk Ioudaios via 
Aramaic y’hudai from Hebrew yehudi from yehudah 
‘Judah’

Incurables: a .  &  n .  p e r s o n ( s )  t h a t  c a n n o t  b e  c u r e d 
origin: ME from Late Latin IN (curabilis)

4

This place, a thin Home viewed from a point of distorted perspective, 
is far from being a hospital. Here, cures are not part of the fiction. 
Each person, at the end of a long Caring tether, asks for help and is 
saddled with guilt. This is no place to bet on hopes. Exit is change 
of status. Here, political remnants drift, oy yoy oys, oy oy and oy, 
argumentative parents start again, religious sons sedate, blind readers 
feel less, short sighted writers, paralysed artists, impotent musicians 
waste and degrade into shuffling, dribbling, fed and washed and 
watched in the toilet as they wait and shake into emptiness. Yes, 
drugs are administered. To sedate noisy or fractious Incurables. I 
know the drill. No one but sassy Matron is qualified. Doctors do 
appear. Confirm time and cause of death. She teaches me to lay out 
bodies. I work the night shift because that is when they die, learn a 
few prayers and say them as sincerely as lack of belief allows. Each 
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time I remind myself of the alternative! Carers are girls from Spain 
who speak little or no English. It is a job with bed attached. Nights are 
long and lonely and shadows of Incurables are scary and hormones 
bubble in a crystal system of multiple sound tracks and on a scale 
calibrated to forgetful pleasures.

   
5

Inside this civilised ghetto, connections are never far away. My and 
his dad talk about the 1936 East End routing of the Fascists, the 
Spanish Civil War, and those who never returned. They share the 
depressing weight of Stalin revelations that blew away years of faith 
and trust and belief. I visit. He visits. Both dads have short term leases 
on neighbouring beds. He and I sit on opposite sides, talking as if 
nothing can be heard across the beds. Every mood is visible. 
- Arnold, why you couldn’t wait ‘til I was dead to write such a Plays. 
Now everyones know our bizness and u make ov me public Mr. 
nobody.  Now I yam weak, not then.
- Dad. The point of the play is not the family. That’s just a starting 
point because I know about it. You have to start somewhere. The 
point of the play is…
He knows he isn’t believed. They are on different planets. His father 
is looking down, lips calibrated on a different scale to the one the 
Spanish girls and I know. His is set somewhere between resignation, 
despondency and despair.
- It’s the truth, dad. 
- But how do you make me look!
I am holding my dad’s hand. He is laying head to one side, eyes shut as 
if asleep. But he isn’t. He looks old. But he isn’t. I look up at Arnold. 
He looks at me without seeing. Messages magnify silence into sadness. 
Dad opens his eyes, turns his face to me.
- Sure you get a job with Art, Stanley?
-Yes.     Sure.
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He closes his eyes. Mine almost.
- He used to play the game.
- What?
- The game! I played. He played. We all played it. We did.
He squeezes my hand. To hear, I lower, but also look across at Mr 
Wesker. He looks away, face drawn and slightly wet, his creased 
pyjama collar lopsided. Arnold says goodbye; walks a broken line 
from a room where beds settle close to each other, hard support 
shells for husk bodies. I, still holding his hand, look up and know 
there will be change. 
Time to be fed. Outside, more of Urban Tottenham, Football,  Sun.
- Don’t write plays!
- What?
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journey into deathland

1

“o o go’. god. god’’. dowwnt sto pp! ow o owwwooaahharhhdaalingdarl
ingDarrlin”. 30 minutes past Midnight. Sound of an ancient telephone 
RRrrrnging too insistently. “leaveit Ohw iluvu i love U”. Ringgg 
Sownds Magnify “whosit? whacherwantatthis timeof…o gGod, o O 
Ohwwwwwhir,  “niiigh t’?” sweatlined breathing. Lonnng pause. “Mr 
P?” “Yes”. “I am sorry. your tata has died. i Really am SO sor…” back 
SweatFreezes. Onto bed. Onto back.  hold Onto. hold back Receiver. 
limp. between silence. wetness. grimly ice numb. “What time was, did 
he...” “Midnight. Yes. Precisely”  he SO imprecise.  “Mr P. I do not have 
your mother’s number. Mr P.”   “She has no number”.

length of long silence
bleached walls slow darken to blue

and we together
 

2

as likeone wesit andlie with oneandoneother like lighttodark, like 
dismayday-to-undienight, forlornforlongerthanever, silentlikenever, 
me as me as he as then beforeandafter as allofus an endtoitall, 
into homespun adultessence likegardenscent likeindoorflowersc
entsuall like-a-blessed-silence-so-silent, sharpens empty, shapes 
soundhints both stillasstillasforevercanbe, and leaves mistaken 
misshapes shapeless every behind us shaven into weareallshapes and 
silentsoundsspace and his-me-my-they-u-myth-him-them-our-we-i-
he-hers their wastied trees wet and sweat,  crackland brokendown be
forebeingsetfreeafterfree  spacesfullspaces clear mix of separatelinks. 
all of both of us and then and now and right here an indeterminately 
layered forevertogether, hisdarkmine, my speech inhim, his crevices 
bemine, emptyshell, closedeyes, deepinside yesterday and tomorrow 
with no more of today          Ever. 
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i sit next to him
he lies in long silence
and deeper shadows

 
he Lies. i Sit. Silent shapes silence. he Mouths. meHe Empty. 
heMe formingLess. his 2D Speech bubbles. Airline begins 
and ends. silent Shapes of Speech. Above Them. He Speaks! 
Soundless.“2SeeistoRead. “ÆÔ ðÓ¿?‚º‚¼¨‚Û can Sea wee willy 
winkey ritechuss winkatyou a little and recall a memory of any not 
too many things. Thinkuponit! spatcheloreclay 2gether in tableau 
earwiggyears of the 2ndWarToEndAllWars? Kadish v’yiskadaish, shmai 
raboh Experiflector. Where dey shlep dee thik lavastory papiermaché? 
i U are, no? Huh! speakmudel hyappimess wile in crimpled brainches 
noisefalls in2 inkblack skyearthsplosions. I nevur herd spliced waters 
gougle harpley or spiced air, milky or otherwise, it is yeers an’ years 
grate of kinder-searing-rearing and buffer-sculpture and alvays is dis 
insideout pieinthesky melonshoneydew honeygeldt not-here-and-now, 
imagineering illumilight and slipslide insideoutside. Photograbs of that 
leg-my-leg and anuvver crazoid histstory of wolves HoWWwwelling 
and dieing wiv mangeld birds and wird. It is difficult to squeeze 
anything into this empty. i try; i fry; i damn (amen) near to nearly die. 
C’est difficile. Gradu. Gradual. Gradually. Graduate. Now! Now i do. 
“Remember la tungewuage of ‘sSs-eEe-xXx’ never came between us. 
nor Spinoza, Goya, Piero della Franscesa, Picasso, Duchamp, Mann, 
Shakespeare, Marx are, as expected, YesYes. Bits of Churchhill. No to 
Bevin, (may-he-rot-in-hell-for-ever-and-then-some) and Bevan (cheers 
for him), and, head-hacked Trotsky are other bits of Yes, and maybe 
Orwell, Mahler, Kafka, Gurdjieff make it into this oxygen exhausting 
region”. “Alvays keep yr passport handy. Bank accounts in more 
countrieS”. “Why” “you never know….Undercurrents, sweep currents 
sweep there. where’s any security? who buys paintings?” Atheist. 
This smish-smash of sound wounds, disconnections, shmuddleups, 
glitterletters, pixelkultur, pickapocketextcha signifries space, and 
makes no-sense sense of non-sense, where twisted strangers mix with 
the picturesque in a monotime night, inside silent convertafessionals. 
Evevulvas flows into a flooded sea. 
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 mummyfeed bluetits
manmadematics signs  and words -

student to the end

Cubes of white wall painted in that special silence for which this room 
is designed. That silence! Spreads into a forever and ever more silent; 
Soulfull soundfull silence. his-and-her-past-future-of-all-signals-and-
signs are now just silent, not-standing-for-anything, and we can smell 
into the guts and garters of silence. It is that actual!
    Out of somewhere, from the Abraham of lawful ancients “v’im lo 
akhsav, matai”

3

“dad, what’sitlike?” “difficult to tell at the moment, mein youngest 
boychikel. I’m still a bit verdutzt. Farblondjet. Empty. No, it’s not 
that. More, a nothingness. That’s it! No more feeling. None. No 
thoughts. No pulsing. Nu, no futter und mameh. No wife. No children. 
No bruder or shvester. No bubbe or elter zayde. No light. No dark. 
no Yes. no No.” “is it the other side of…?” “Nope. Different. & Y 
not come C for yourself? I’ll get U back”. “difficile?” “Easy as eating 
chicken and knaydlach soup. So?”…“you’re right! can’t feel. It’s so 
everything all gone thing and nothing and full of empty and U are not 
around and about and so I think I’ll slip back over if U don’t mind”. 
“It’s your life, son. Besides, I don’t have a mind to mind anymore. 
And that is a blessing, i can tell U. Now, at last, I am to journey to 
way, way and over away”.

midnight clock    starts the  longest silence   shadows stretch thin

4

we change positions exchange silences with lengths of light that slither 
into dusk into night into where somewhere night is day and light is not 
like some bits for the life of me are bits of something else changed 
into the death of him into changing places.
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beyond stars
a death journey overlaps

skins of shadow  

Having penetrated this fortress means no going back north. Circularity 
of the snake!

5

“i’ve gotta go now, dad”.
 “O.K! Just 1 more thing”   
“yes?”
“See ‘em? Run! Only ½ a joking. Maybe a not. Have an animated 
life. Nighty-night. Give my love to your mum”.
“Thanks! Goodbye grandma.            Goodbye granddad.         
Goodbye dad.
“Goodbye bubeleh”.  “Goodbye Shmuel. Oy! I vish ve’d met”. 
“goodbye stanelly”.

storm in the glass moon –
as balls of crystal move round

we four are giddy

6

penetrating a fortress, or even the threshold of one, is not, as cyberspace 
well knows, the same as possession. i do go back. back and forth, back 
and forth. back to the resounding Oooow and Aarrh highs pushing 
away at Gothic mysteries. back to squelchy rural succulence. back to 
tempting uncertainties, unstable nostalgia and self-absorption. but 
now i can avoid dangerous closure. i can be myself and grandfathers, 
grandmothers, father, son, daughters and their opulence. and so on, 
back and forward, back and forward, until i become a sad ventriloquist 
destabilised by an alien disrupted dummy, that, with great difficulty, 
tries to brush aside ‘horrible over-simplification’.*

* A. S. Byatt  Possession
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‘Speakers Corner’

Farewell then
Until I fall down
In the snow1  Bashō

“There-is-more-than-one-god” I hear him say. “Those-who-know-
why-know-why-this-is”. I listen. There is some brain wriggling before 
I figure what he may be about. 

 jigsaw puzzle      some pieces fit      others do not
What if there is no god, no godheads? Where would that leave him? 
Or me, for that matter. Already he is receiving my where-did-this-
speech-come-from look. Nods. “Just-go-with-it, sonny-boy.” “OK! 
OK!” Does he intend me to have a different slant on his directive? 
On the other hand, he could be just a shimmer on my damp coat, a 
timeless roller-coaster-rocker. Many gods? Whatever! 

hotel corridor 
doors locked 
on both sides

 
Where will it end? Many depend upon a personal saviour. Not me. I 
do not need a future with a stranglehold on the present. I do not need 
to live with heaven-and-hell-shadows to see me through dark sides. 
The alternative is not a so bad. My emotional life is not so fecund that 
a spidery crutch is a must-have add-on. “Timely? Anything but that” 
I say, wearily.

“There-is-more-than-one-god” I hear him say again.

delusions either 
side of one god or many   
are the same colour
tired and quiet i look up
to again see a blue sky

1 translation – Barnaby Pelter
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first love at first sight  just what is going on
  
beyond these two birds? 

1

“3.33 pm. canitbe? tanksbe2yemeingott. AT-LAS T. no-cover-spread-
on-wallowswallow-bed. inflammatory passion. Insubstantial calm. 
insideoutmingle. our reach will enflame mind bundles. let’s start.  
sun hot clothes  reassemble the carpet  weak legs weaken and so Xcite. 
ah lies ’ere wi’ nowt on and love-terrify beyond wilderness of knightly 
dreams. an’ do be lonesome wen U, mi love, never come tu moi, mon 
amour. now, white as snow an’ breethin’ of spring, i will dazzle ee 
zight an mek ee do love me tu. je t’aime So so much i love U. Jaizus, 
Marry and Wholey St. Joeseph, but oi do, so gotta stay cleer ov dose 
tinkings tha’ fractal me naked calm. Vor womb moment, mi love, my 
greäce, I toit yez fallen outa heven, so be free to heed me ‘eart that do 
turn me to madnesse and quiver szing. ‘eart DrumThuddin’Thumpin’ 
an’ ‘ed tipple tailing*. his indeterminate breathing hears give-aways. 
you do smile so sweet, my love, move toward mi hotnesse breaths so 
I be free to call tu U all soundless. tode ’im ’e cud do anythin’. ah! my 
one, my only heart, be slow, be silent. Get thee doffed as well, plaise*. 
slow, HE undresses. Am tenSing. Suck IN closed eyes. WanT to SEE. 
can’t unzip. mask of beauty-made-up unpeels. to entice. to seduce. 
Clear threshhold Dis-appears. swEAT breaks into fragments. oscillate. 
Pesach* of immanent heavens. i reverberate. wait to disintegrate 
his sanctuary castle. to reassert mingles. WAiT tO TELL. is it now? 
breath withholds. i of me Shakes. Hurry. plEAZE mi way. Closer. 
DrumBeatHeart. lifeline tickle. When to tell him I am …I…in..love 
U…i am i virgin i am a virgin i verge  “I Am A Virgin”.

15.37. Thankwhatever. Her clothes drizzle. Open arms. Coy edge of 
knees touch. Thigh space enters my flaws. Fancy dress separation from 
everyday. From which sweetheartland was I shaped into her object of 
desire, she ‘oo is hottin’? How to turn scent trail away from  bafflement 
to Memorable event. Do I care enough? At least put Drive on simmer 
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and tenderise her boiling journey day. Oy! Dey say you got a chewish 
nom*. So i vant to be your kalleh* and maak ov yu a geshmat*. on 
this day, Riboyne Shel O’lem*, we merge and i celebrate. This will 
calibrate all into zummer, spreadèn green, an’ yarm in yarm do walk 
in grass a’most above ower knees¹. 

  
sun imbibed sky
earth appears to bleed
a red daffodil

2

Not rustic. Stone cube retreat. Marshmallow idyll. Fattest hill of frisky 
bunny rabbits. Pinkie white bobtails. Tom-tellaleg’s on t’winder an’ a 
throstle’s singin’.* Waking never happier. Back underpins a stream. 
Transparent fish hold back. Erratic gurgles of water music. Medieval 
allotments beyond wilder hills. Jammed trees. Prickle bushes. Playing 
Chopin Ballades. Alone with filling Shadows! They, on the move, open 
up, bend walls and glass objects. A few are abrupt. Most, flickering soft, 
melt cubic caves, a momentum fading. I? Half way between here and 
there. 
Week days here.                                       Not yet there.

11.00 am. Door knock crash. “Hi!” “hello”. he straddle-legged, I there 
gawkin’at ’m, so I did, me ‘ead recedin’ beyinde cullured purrticulars. 
“you stopping off here on your way to there?” “Yes, please. Tha’ is, if 
ye dinna mind” “in mit derinnen?”.* “NO. I mean…ATISHOO!” 
“Gesundheit.” “may ah…Cum…Inn?” “Cum in an’ mek thissen at 
‘ooam.* Been working on your portfolio” I lie. “i canna stop” I lie. 
Expansive sketchbook looms. I wonder. She wanders. Looks at paintings, 
drawings, illustrations, sculptures. Touches piano. Slight tremble. Close-
up of close-to-transparent dress. No knickers line. First time breathing 
this close. Her jaw squarer than oval. She seeks cloud free. How has it 
happened? I don’t ask. Pour a cold beer. Her involuntary quiver. Take 
the drink. Hold hand. Sit her down. Sit close. Mime mode. Her eyes 
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close to tears. Mine attach to breasts and naked thighs. wi’ ‘im i be h’up 
eighteen yere an’ no mowr be kapin kumpany wi’ Tim.*  touching 
into my trust with such gentleness Makes HIM The One. he is SO 
mr Right. i yam ‘is ms latent and Miss Manifest for Ever and Ever. 
THANK U for such fulfilling. he closes in. What If A Tally-Woman* 
(or worse) Had Been Here? i will, all heartland and emotion hot, be 
held tight in strength and everything support, even if splitting into 
unsure anything unto the grave.      I W|I||L|||L  be b a r e d!

3 

angled chair
across the off white carpet
slightest shadow moulds             

Us wiz Bes’ chavers* since middlin’ Primry. So’s ’ows coud I not 
tell’er ’ow I feeals. Anyways, ‘er coud taill ‘cause ah ockered* and 
stammered an’ goes ‘ot and ‘red and awl goosepimply wen him louks 
a ma, or talks to ma. Nun ov us hevnt never cum crass tha laikes of 
yim yer before.* She, too, likes him to bits but “never gaumed ’im 
in that way”.* ‘i talk ov hIM on Evry day. “lUCKy charm. Charisma 
wallowswallows me! Jazus, will ye listen to me, bu’ ‘ow I wan’ ‘im.” 
“What’s ee doin’ in dis place?” “don’t knOw.  yam bludy gla’ ee 
is”. tell ‘er ma dreems. ow ee kisses awl over gentle like they’re wor 
nobody else but mysel’ and ussel be* always together. And ah saiz ’ow 
I love ’im an’ would he now do zummat  lovyery to i. an’ ee will dew 
it prapperly, as in luv tyme ’cause ee am a real mavin,* ’ave me as ee 
will, an’ ‘arder even as long as it’s spot in the middle. “Your right” she 
says. “Ee do putts things speshul like, an’ ma ‘ead dus blow a bit when 
he flesh owt t’project.” “when ee STANds closeup; t’ waay ‘ee luuks 
a’ me.” “Ee luuks a’ EVErywa like tha ”. “EE Dus No’. us dissidid 
t‘ vizit on shabbes if, alevai, I’m still alive.”*  “Yer nay goin ter go?” 
“no? And h’ill let me in an’ ee bludy right knows ee W’ills go ‘ole 
‘og”*. “Yu losin’ it? Ee’s agot izzul into a prapper h’old mess. Do na 
go! Anyways, owr-ja-no-we’re-’e-live? Where am it? Look! look in t’ 
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mirror! Quick! Yer can zee diff’rent lungwidges an’ àcçéñts reflecking 
us di‘lects.” “ arf ’tween Yebden Brig ‘an Tordmin.* whatcha lewkin 
at? Oi kant see anytink”*.

her mirror crack
sea your imagery
iss knot fer reel

First Permanent Job. Love it to bits! Integrated projects. Stimulate. 
Xsite. Kreativ pro-cesses. F-reee Up. Blow aWay. non-CON-ForM-
mist? Brainstorm. Select. Decide. Push. Critical this faculty and that. 
Maturation process (and so on). They? big-eyed-and-So-beau-tiful-
with-responsive-intent. T’ dem, we ‘Lunduners’ ‘ave i’ all; style, galleries, 
modern everything, electric-days-and-god-knows-what-happens-but-we-
want-it-nights. And me? Deconstructed mirage-from-outer-space-meal-
ticket. Young, silky light blue eyes attach like shadow limpets. MY key 
day? Spirited, London born wives of Mill owners. Not wanting upset, a 
part-time course is arranged. With virgin timetable this upended group is 
mine. Only strong Period pains keep them away. London, their eye-glitter, 
no more taken for granted! And, beneath the pomp, it shows. They are 
voracious. I share meals with each. An’ ev’ry 1 ov us seaing there wuz 
morra than 1 langwij, more zen vone zeist geist ov dee sunni and clair 
de lune, and that suntimes they beCome awll befuddled and muddled 
et quite CONfused.. 

4

rabbit too pink
his lips and hers too red –
a moment too strange

3.46 pm. ToiLET. Near to Sick. QUick back. FACE him. face to 
face. Quickly front  to front. HEAT flesh spREADs. Stranglehold of 
sudden red Red Kiss. FIX. Her closed eyes tight cling. shake against O 
so solid thighs! She directs impetus; extends gift to warning. Still a gift! 
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Turmoil descENDs. violence of upHEaving changes. song of Fusion 
Movements. Top drawer ecstasy. ‘Why me?’ is the imponderable. Should 
I sequester convoluted images, appropriate flesh? Or spurn? Gift wrapped 
perfect. Perfect danger. Us apoutin pritty lips for mezul an’ ’im.* 
Oy! ee’s mine baleboss*. BED ME! am redY. REcEiVE. DEliver. 
play safe. play Hectic. KNOW, mine tunesmith, my heartbeats, my 
unknowable source. hAVE EVEry tremor. Such images. Vibes knock 
my control. Primary jostle. Blurs vaporise. Drive to merge remains. She’s 
a sweat. I, too. THE KISS. ‘I am vertical. Would rather be horizontal’ ² we 
read BED. kiss StopS for Breath. LOVEly his sWEat. “I am a Virgin” 
reverberates. Brake! Care permeates. This IS IT! Ready? NO Yes YES 
I am. to HIM Hurl HearT. hear SurFACE HEart. Vill ay up insides*. 
Hand-On-Heart. close to tearing. Stop postures.
 

his painterly smile
hers an enigma
beyond code breakers

Ease into unitary event. Pattern of backlash recipe. In mounds of valleys 
does nakedness wait. Yu so yung. Slow. Make Memorable. Tremble her 
skin. Caress Kisses. No makeup Dazzle. Slip off Gold. Slide through 
Space and Time weaving, where wispy strands are lovingly high pitched 
giving and receiving, mountain and mine, connect and do not, is a mirror 
reflecting our foist language under ’evven an’ airth, knowing not left, right, 
noun, verb, sound or sight, but fragments and means occult, a sea swim 
through waves of difference. Not a day to easily package. More a day she 
stares through mirrors. Only the Drive remains single-minded, refuses 
denial. This day, full of mirror bits, broken linkguage and limp puppet 
strings, craves fairies, an unromantic composer of ballades, sleeping and 
oral heroines, hybrids of olden-times who can work clay into an irrational 
frenzy. “Ouch! ah’ve banged mi crazy booan.”

  
6 pm sun
her virgin blood not as red
as red tulips     
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best of ever day. Happiness Cry. into fills and feels where come from 
many a new response.
 through tears        an out of focus face         new scent fills the air   
being a virgin’s Such fun. still, never a day such. sun river fuses our 
meeting. underground sounds make perfect sense. beyond, confusion 
of fertile wind. spectrum of tiny colours fit to burst. Felt The Hurt. 
YES. a past particle. from walls, Schubert’s G major sonata. And all 
the time he feels and fills with care for long so long I could no more 
of gentle and make for speed in him and noises of end and suction 
sweat for ee meke us bust h’out laffin’ sumthin’ cronick,* beyond 
hysterical in gasp for air inside this beyond moment where pattern 
repeats can never downhill to earth tumble. jOURney DAY! didNOT 
miss Twist or even night tURN. This ambiguous contact. the best there 
is? gave my heART. U eat of me and we know U love me as i U in 
sounds smeared. and still breasts swell, lure U in. let you kiss so I 
remember. now and forever the sea washes away a misted mirror 
image. we smile at bits of new shapes and sounds.
 

they come together
neither has much idea

 what has happened
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’ed tipple tailing head somersaulting

get thee doffed as well, plaise get undressed as well, please

pesach  festival of freedom (most cherished of Jewish  
 holidays, celebrating deliverance from  
 enslavement )

chewish nom jewish name

Kalleh (KOLL-eh) young married woman

Geshmat (ge-SHMOTT) convert to Christianity

riboyne shel o’lem (ri-BOY-neh shel-OY-lem) Oh! God in heaven

¹ William Barnes 1801-1886

tom-tellalegs on t’winder daddy-longlegs is on the window

an’ throstle’s singin’ and a thrush is singing

in mit derinnen (in MIT-ten d’RIN-nen) out of the blue

cum in an’ mek thissen at ‘ooam come in and make yourself at home

no mowr kapin’ kumpany wi Tim not going out with Tim anymore

tally-woman an unmarried woman you live with

chavers (KHAH-ver) friends

ockered hesitated

nun ov us hevnt neer cum across none of us have ever come across
tha’ ‘ laikes ov yim yer afore the likes of him before

never gaumed ‘im in that way i never noticed him in that way

ussel be we will be

mavin (MAY-vin) expert

us dissidid t’ vizit an shabbes (SHAH-biss) i’ve decided to visit on the Sabbath 

if, alevai, (hah-liv-EYE) I am still alive if (I hope) I am still alive

ee bludy right Wills go ‘ole hog he really will go the whole way

‘arf ‘tween Yebden Brig ‘an Tordmin halfway between Todmorden and Hebden  
  Bridge

us apoutin pritty lips for mezul ‘an ‘im i’m pouting pretty lips for me and him

oy vey! oy vey! the most expressive and ubiquitous  
 exclamation in yiddish 

baleboss (masc. bol-eh-bawss) head of the house. one who assumes authority

² I Am Vertical Sylvia Plath Collected Poems

vill ay up insides fill me up inside

ee meke us bust h’out laffin sumthin’ cronick he makes us burst out laughing like there can  
  be no end of it
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That C# Minor String Quartet

5 telephone lines
sparrows make music
and 2 sway

Hough-on-the-Hill has an ancient and distinctive church, like others 
in that area between the rivers Witham and Trent. What makes this 
more interesting is its commanding position, the perpendicular belfry 
tower turret and 14th Century lofty nave roof, a prime factor in the 
pulsating resonance of the acoustics.

  
a splattered moth
joins their drive to the church
music all the way
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In this well of weakness, the Pavao String Quartet performance 
includes the late, great Beethoven String Quartet in C# Minor, No 14, 
the one that touched music made inside the Nazi Terezin internment 
camp. This, too, was creation at the epicentre of adversity; music 
pushed beyond a desperate cutting edge, unimaginably poignant.

cardboard coffins
burn brightly
so little ash

Not a quartet for drama or ostentation, for a few moments at a time 
it explores levels of perception that transcend human limits. Its 
expression is so new that, despite a massive outpouring of creative 
energy, was only slowly resolved. The result is a homogeneous 
marvel of form and content which unambiguously reveals this supra-
consciousness. 
imagine experience beyond your own 
Withdrawn, in wretched conditions, Beethoven used an abstract art 
form to give a final expression to the most abstract of music, different 
enough to make us atheists quake with a throat-tightening mix of fear 
and joy. Via reconstituted signs his shadow passes through bolted doors.

inside       deep space       inside

In 7 movements, condensing into three parts, Beethoven’s C# minor 
Quartet glides through states for which there seems no analogue in 
other art forms.  Intimacies are more flowing, more connective. No 
longer interdependent stages of a journey, here they emanate from a 
new centre, separate yet bound together in ways that make possible 
a more mystical vision.

distant landscape     fine tuned colours    move into sound

The opening Fugue eases beyond beauty into serenity, achieves an 
apprehension of passionless self. We are transformed, illuminated, 
new born into the virginal purity of the second movement and section,  
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changing familiarity into slips of shadows. It is lightness that has 
travelled beyond light, a synthesis of experiences, and more. The 
third and final section begins with a joyous and carefree Scherzo, an 
awakening. All else is the essential irrationality that resides in the 
logic of dreams. There is a return from the wordless unearthly.  This 
you know!
  
gale eagle in flight
sharp shadow fades fifth season
into sky beyond

What of the four young women? Violinists, a blonde and a brunette, 
are thin. Viola and cello player are large boned. Blonde delivers our 
educational input: “in this late quartet, Beethoven….”. Brunette is 
lead violin. She plays as if the sustenance of her spiritual life is at stake. 
But so she had with the earlier Mozart and rare Verdi quartet.

violin slipslides     bittersweet sob solo    intercedes     with dusk
All are technically competent. Beethoven carries them through the 
time and space of yet another performance. 

  
At the conclusion they respond appropriately to ecstatic applause. 
Squeezing past the pulpit, avoiding close-knit chairs, they return for 
a regulation repeat bow. Then, in partial view, they pack instruments, 
put on overcoats and leave by a back door. Tomorrow evening takes 
care of itself! Hearts floating, we leave. A tingle of empty church. 
Spacious sky lights stars. 

Beethoven          transforms hearing          the deaf night
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this or that reassurance

his face trembles 
her facsimile smile
betrays them both

The price he pays for goodness is high. Constantly, he seeks 
reassurance. Every death sanctioned by this or that religion, every 
atrocity perpetrated by this tribe on that, every tit-for-tat killing, 
speeds his search for reassurance. Hiding inside the cinema church, 
he cuddles and comforts an unearned safety. He so craves love. Any 
time. Anywhere. From anyone. Wonders whether self-flagellation 
is worth it. There is no strong belief in gifts scattered from a misty 
here or there transcendental heart. A desire to be hero is strong, yet 
he remains the archetypal anti-hero. Practices a kind of Fall which 
shelters him from failure to obtain regular injections of this or that 
reassurance, or layers himself with such masks as will disguise an 
expansive ego. In the moment a woman with a gun mugs him he 
senses his mask of many colours obscures strengths. Quasi-intelligent, 
conscious of a reptilian brain, he has enough sense to squash it. What 
remains is fragile. This battleground of suppression versus head-on 
confrontation is wide, deep and ongoing. To cover up deficiencies 
is the primary objective. Not easy when virus packed creatures pass 
through each layer and every memory. Add to this inflammatory mix 
self-destructing accidents that jump from his limp frying pan into 
someone else’s petrol fire. The recipe is explosive. Patterned by an 
obsessive gene he grows into an addictive circle. Despite a façade of  
control, he has no choice. Pretend to be puppeteer and not puppet; 
let the skill of listening seem learnt; play to vulnerability; use the 
humility card. It is an effort. But he knows that these sturdy devices 
often work. Failure reveals the nature of the man –  a raging display 
of macho power. No! Softly, softly is the way. A show of manufactured 
insecurity works to his advantage. Incapable of tackling it head on, no 
device, no trick to trick others, ever diminishes his craving to again 
be suckled.
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sunglasses
on Halloween night
his fears disguised
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exam results

Told she would receive her British Signing Language examination 
result 8 weeks later. Now the tenth! Signs of emotional wear. Really 
wants to know. Anxiety flashes red on a complementary green 
background F*A*I*L signal. 

Lunchtimes she telephones home. So far an absorbing nothing.  

Courage redundant, she telephones the University. Emma says her 
result was dispatched 3 weeks earlier and, “no, sorry, we cannot give 
it out over the telephone. A request must be in writing. An email will 
do”. Rush to the computer. Another call. “has Emma received the 
email?.” “Sorry, Emma has just left.”

Next day confirmation the message has been received. A new 
certificate will be sent. “It really is forbidden to provide results over 
the ‘phone. Sorry, I cannot say whether it is a pass or fail, but I will 
send the Certificate”. “Yes, but…” “I will send the…”

head angle
so ordered
she cannot hear

Laughter. Who is tickling Emma? And why is it being dealt with in 
this cavalier way? “Nooo, Iyam just” more laughter “not” and again 
“allowed. Oh god”. A spread of hysterics sounds close to break up. 
What is going on? “I’ll send the CER…” “Where to? Where will you 
send it?” Result 1 lost in Cyberspace, or some Province outside our 
postcode. The fault, it now seems clear, is with the sender not the 
delivery service.
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From telephone distance a new female voice, also shrill, also 
hysterical. “For fucks sake, tell her she’s…” “My boss says to tell you 
you’ve passed”.       

  

the New Year’s gifts
placed side by side
close to my pillow
   Shiki¹

¹ translation Emiko Miyashita and Lee Gurga
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where were U when i needed you most?

two white butterflies
fly free inside a fruit cage
chlorophyll colours

Yesterday. Sunbathing. Hide inside beach dunes. For an hour. 
Before parking ticket expires. Early evening. She swallows a pill. 
Not to improve sleep. This is deeper. Recuperative sleep. Unformed 
breathing almost snores. Behind her closed eyes. Is visible. I mean, 
in my sleep something is almost visible.

dry winter winds
someone’s painfully
chapped face  Bashõ¹

Next day cheeks are red. There is no denying. More than sunburn. 
She, poor thing, suffers. Cold flannel compress. Cools but not cures. 
Will not go out. Will not be seen. Closes doors. Pulls curtains. Bed. 
Sheet covers her. Foetal shape forms. Still.   

distant love 
the problem
is behind lips

Emergency dentist appointment. Today. Midday. ‘Don’t be late!’ 
Recent repair to front tooth. Disrepaired. Negative space a chasm. 
‘Mirror, mirror, on the wall...’. Mirrors do not lie. A horse and cart 
could, as they say, drive... This is supposed to be my anxiety day, my 
pain, my self-pity furrow. This is my special, my mothering day. I want 
her with me. Selfish? So what! Say I can’t drive home. You hadn’t 
thought of that, had you? Unlikely? But, these days, who knows? 

the power of her dream 
fades from sight
a horse fly lands

¹ translated by Eri Kamoshida and Barnaby Pelter
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verbal voyeur

in out of the rain
so involved they do not
see me listen

Two lean closer. Quiet talk. Sound-reflecting lips. Lip-reading eyes 
win the day.

“This time, I’m goin’ ter”
“No mowhirr than ee deezerves. Don’ee really ever?” 
“No. Shouldn’t be sayin bout it. Ee’d kill us if ee knew” 
“We’s be bes frend sin’ school, ain’ it? Did us says anyfink bowt
wen we wen’ clubbin”?

Long silence. Jerky breaths. Lips jerky.
“Rubs ’imself. Ev’ry night! Feels bu’ nothink. An’ talks. Bad. 
Lowd.  Bad talk. Bad. Sometimes it does makes me. You no. 
But never no nuffink! Can’t get me ’ed roun’ it.” 
“Do yer still do… yer know?”
“Yes. When ‘ees at work. Bu tha’s no a marridge. Sumtimes, ee 
even wans me ter”.
“So, whats yer gernner do?”

I push away the cup of half drunk coffee and get up. There is a 
dismaying complicity that makes me a part of this. Viewing and 
listening is a fix. I control and, simultaneously, am controlled. Not 
this time! Hearing the outcome would ruin it. Better to give myself 
handsome, angelic odds against a happy ending.

her white veil
greys with shadow
broken glass, too
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Section 2
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A Cliché is Forever – a naughty but nice, tried and 
tested, up and coming Fairy Story

Once upon a familiar time an unfamiliar reared its head.

she looks
at the star of david
light slinks into
her dead mothers eyes

Between hills and flatlands, through a racially cleansed village, in 
a forlorn house, near the darkest shadow corner of a discordant 
coloured room, sleeps a woman who, though sexually slowing, remains 
sensually curvaceous.

once upon a time
in a dark and storm filled shack
she danced ‘commando’

Not to put too fine a point on it, this did little to promote her popularity 
among the local chattering ladies whose bloated self-regard requires 
constant hugging and reviving. “I may not be a salt-of-the-earth type 
but neither am I a rough diamond. I never plead the Fifth Amendment, 
always play it by ear, and am as straight as they make ‘em”, she 
sometimes whisper-sings when starting to play-the-beaver. But truth 
to tell, the road she walks, always stony and pitted, is now lonely. No 
longer does she seek a Mrs Nice Guy. She is also at one with passions 
that, earlier, overwhelmed her and, for some reason, considers this 
“my saving grace”. Unsurprisingly, she seems to exercise a gene that 
attracts good fortune, remoulding it into yet more redeeming but not 
easily defined features. “I am too old,” she now insists from inside her 
mosaic imagination, “to have hidden agendas”. 

nothing but shadows alive and kicking  rose hip too scarlet 

Not one to keep a clean sheet, she is often in more strife than a 
pork chop at a synagogue, not to mention caught in flagrante with 
men playing away, accepting these as pluses, manna from heaven, 
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jam today and jam tomorrow. A further plus is that when most were 
damning Concorde as an ugly duckling she was admiring a super-swan. 
For her, project work is to test uncertainty, intuit the superficially 
complicated, enjoy apparent incoherence. She draws sustenance from 
a bigger take on imagination than meets the cerebral eye, is in an 
excellent position to juxtapose all manner of experiences into striking 
relationships, and can even occasionally nudge at the extraordinary 
within the ordinary, (or so she likes to believe).

Of one thing she is certain; she will die in harness, painting, writing, 
winding-up single point perspectives. Unable to make head-nor-tail 
sense of her creative-accounting characteristics, of every action-
packed-with-confusion day and each pernickety, touchy-feely night, 
she remains a bloodletting thorn to those who crawww.  Even when 
laid back, deeply sinking in the goose-down of sleep, there is always 
this soft stirring, a clearing of the daytime clobber, executed, of 
course, in the best of all possible tastes in this best of all possible 
nightlifetimes. Because tomorrow is another day she can always bring 
dark life back to a dawn moment, a higgledypiggledy sign jungle, an 
irrational mix of images and feelings and wordsfailme looks, curious 
in the hustle and bustle of daybrightspace. In the coldlightofday, 
bright-dark-rationale of night is correctly incomprehensible. The 
root of the matter is that those with whom she is not popular, whose 
confidence and trust she has lost, cannot hold a candle to her rapier 
sharp ripostes, but that being an irresponsible and provocative oddball 
however strong the spin is also no guarantee of anything.

 “…cosmology, cuttingitupandputtingittogetheragain physics, All 
and Everything and Finnegan’s Wake, most that appears difficult, is 
down to laziness and can be… ” She was once heard to mutter, the 
incomplete sentence left ambiguously hanging.

 
A high-octane innovator she is a chameleon, changing from one colour, 
one disguise, one image, one subject, one form, one improbable to 
another with enviable ease. She pillages, plagiarises, appropriates, 
quotes with no guilt because, beyond all, she distorts, reforms and 
refashions, makes unheard of connections, achieving from the slang 
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and clichéd nigh on impossible configurations, transforming memories 
of herself and others into a simultaneous and perpetual present. She 
manipulates the complex innards of even improbable language. Her 
acerbic asides can turn lines to cubes but, as the worldly-wise know, 
she always remains an innocent abroad, a sitting duck for perfidy and 
suchlike matters.     

she battles          against a rip tide          stops for breath
As seems the way of all flesh she sometimes reaps what to some 
seems richly deserved, no more so than when she goes out on the 
town dressed to kill, drinks like a fish and, naked as the day she was 
born, dances like a dervish. “This is my birthday and as it suits me to 
go around in my birthday suit I shall”. There is always a price to pay. 
When she has to run the gauntlet she screams  “(expletive deleted) 
you, you (expletive deleted)” at them. For the record, these occasions 
are increasingly rare. Nowadays there is no vaulting ambition, not 
much coming up roses and, to rub salt in the wound, no longer 
does she even anger, let alone irritate and confuse her most austere 
peers. The unvarnished truth is her quirky look at everyday roots is 
becoming absorbed into the acceptable everyday, and her clichés and 
slang are applied less stringently in her fight-the-good-fight to realign 
their importance as a subterranean tool in the armoury of her foes. 
Sometimes she feels she will pollinate the spot of grit and nurture the 
growth of “that pearl beyond all others,” so transgressions of present 
normality are not just forgiven but obliterated.

through the looking glass
a O of children
all fall down
 and while they are performing that game
  she scans porno mags
  and bends over backwards
  naked feet collide

But hold your horses!    Surely nothing    can be that    simplissimuse

With out fear of contradiction, what s/he wants, what s/he believes 
and senses, is hotly contested. “Dey was no’ dee eestableshment fer 
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nuffin, bruv. Nor did they get where they are without knowing a fing 
or two about de diverse ways of dumbing-down ‘eretics and weird 
ones who outrageously deviate from tried-and-trussed firmiliaritiss”. 
Here, then, is a parting of the ways; now is the time for this minor 
mover and shaker to pay her dues; they will have their pound of 
flesh, will reap a whirlwind reward for her sowing of disputatious 
seed on ramblers walkways. No one asked her to do it. She ignored 
the golden rule: Evolution – good, Revolution – not so! For less than 
this, dissenting and obsessive William Tyndale lost both his cool and, 
blood-curdingly, his shape. 

she touches           the guillotine          razor sharp blade
Eyes skyward, her alter egos acknowledge they, too, know a good 
cliché when they see one; are convinced of the righteousness of 
their Cause, the inevitability of their position, the-unwritten-rule-
that-dare-not-speak-its-name. Cliché, for them, is not The Very 
Stuff Of Dreams, a vision of ineffable beauty. As mortar is to bricks 
they know the use of cliché and slang is a sure way of making even 
survival language dubious. It, the saying goes, remains a self-evident 
truth. Resorting to the use of cliché, they just know, is an indication 
of failure, reduction in the richness of sound and meaning, one step 
too far in poetic manipulation. 

theirs ordered     hers a disordered mess     paths of broken glass
They feel they have her over a barrel (which says something about 
over-reliance on feelings). For our ageing, controversial but still 
sensually curvaceous woman, this was another nail in their coffin. 
Such blind acceptance is to be avoided like the plague. For her, clichés 
are the breaths of life, both sublime and ridiculous, weft and warp of 
communication, power-tool for each common-and-garden salt-of-the-
earth Mr and Mrs. Until recently they never thought much about it 
but, now they have, they disagree profoundly with her.

 
 “Now” she said, reaching for wind-of-change, nighttime lingo, 

“here’s the real McCoy. No matter what the season or time of night 
I cast a long shadow and although in some ways we are birds of a 
feather and want it at least both ways they cannot for the time being 
escape the solution of my long cast shadow which spreads head and 
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shoulders above their reflective hearts. OK, between the sheets it may 
seem as if we are not at the crossroads, not in touching distance of the 
darkest low, and they fail to see this is a life and death situation but” 
she stops to lay a hand across her heart, “with hand on heart, I say to 
them my long shadow is more than Pandora’s Box – it is a veritable 
can of worms buried just below the surface of this goldenlit zany path 
on which moons fade and suns reassert a fiery influence.”

As those who weather such storms know, flickering occurs and throbs 
of clichés jostle, reaching out for a parallel stage where, at last, 
audiences can clap and cheer and claim them as their own. Such joy, 
just once in a lifetime, is surely enough to die for!

 
And now, as with all good and true fairy story parables, the time 
is fast approaching when those who are backprojected images sit 
blindfold at their ⅔ cluttered, ⅓ buttered table, serving dishes of 
day&nighttimers. Our sensual heroine-on-a-platter is garnished in 
Royal Purple and a mass of gaudy jewellery, they in pixel grey suits, 
grey resolve and masked intentions. Inevitably, the daytimers take 
up but a small proportion of the available space compared with 
the everydayandeverynighters, formerlies and yet-what-will-be-ers. 
Anything else can only falsely raise the expectation of the 12 hour-ers 
who may win the battle but, with the best clichés in the world, can 
never filibuster 24 hour-ers.

 
And what, you may be worriedly asking yourself, what of our bleeding-
edge, legend-in-the-making leading lady? What happened just 
before the final curtain call? On the house you can have one guess. 
Wrong! Back to Square 1 You Go! She, the one with the curvaceous, 
beginning-to-wrinkle-and-turn body, is also the one who cannot live 
happily ever after. 

             she wanders
off the straight and narrow    

             her hips still sway
 this way and that
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Camera Obscura

Living room. cubic Cave. Dead and Alive. double edge Blackness. 
Opens. Hands Touch. assure. feline warm. into a black hole. Closes. 
SensesFail. quicksilvershiver. small stepping to cushions. Know that 
Smell. low seat. Safe. in dark     next to her sit    flesh of warmth feel 
Every space Heavy. Solid black. Stifled light. completely. Crevices 
Filled. Squeezed Shut holes. Tight. Unsafe black fear. Tar black glue. 
black Opaque. Squeezes free. Unsought unlight. Gasps of unsight.  
dark hard  pushed into black. Coalnight. Beyond charcoalSoot 
imagining.  Disabled.  unable to see snarl of cluttered  par a ll el s p a c e s. 
Hidden moon. Coalnight. Stars unseen. Thick layer of blinding Blind 
sight. Blind insight. Squandered blind light.

Still fix to her.     fingers still  touch      her faintest scent     still drifts away

“don’t worry. you’ll get used to it soon. tell me when you do”. What is 
there to see? Juicy blackberry black? I see black. “there’s a small hole 
in the centre of the black card”. Her stray voice, even through this 
darkest, cuddles. “in the middle of the window”. At last! A safety valve. 
“Where’s the window?” Are others sharing this darkest insight?    
in blackness    her colours change    new mask shapes “look at the ceiling! 
moving pictures. everywhere. fast. look at them stretch!” Ceilings are 
up. I look up. Still cave-engorged.  
    
Until
no more an unlit cave. no more Inside Black Inside Black. vibrancy 
aniMates. Constant Change. a Room Suddenly. Entrance Key. 
Here all the Time. we Differently connected now. Sight not denied. 
Inside the inside Membrane. have always been. In me Black Light 
missing. Space saturates space. Topsy turvy? Not now. Always there. 
I Elsewhere. Captured in her cinema. Camera Obscura! i Now part 
of the works. Unkempt. Unplanned images. Yet not. Central focus 
spreads away. More. Move fast! Gone. 
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into 3 shapes more
and black around them speed 
new            space          puzzle 

Action in Compressed colour. space contained. Intensely. Rampant 
Change. Flippant edges. Colour journey. Colour shapes mask. Colour 
shudders. Shapes slither us.  

illusion   somewhere else    someone’s reality    some place near 
Crevices still fill. Holes still squeeze shut. But  One. centre of black The 
Shutter. Small hand. feels. So i do. scenes trap. outsidespaceinside. 
insidespaceoutsidein. upsidedownside. i am Fed. i am led. turned 
insideout. 

looks at me. do not See what she Knows. look back at her. does She 
smile? cannot be sure. 

Camera Obscura – From the Latin meaning ‘dark chamber’. Thought to be first used by Aristotle 
(384-322 BC) to concentrate light onto the back of a dark box through a small opening in the 
front (pin-hole camera). It also consisted of a small, darkened room with light admitted through a 
single small hole to form an upside down image of the scene outside. Images, when reflected by an 
angled mirror, enabled them to be viewed the everyday way. Introduction of a light sensitive plate 
by J.-N. Niepce created photography.
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forces’ fighting talk

 in his fist
 an elm leaf
we talk that bitter crunch 
and condemn the war
her well cooked meat  it begins
  an open dictionary
  falls to the ground

 casuvac = casualty evacuation (locals caught 
in crossfire)

 embedded journalist = one travelling with the army
 embuggered = embedded journalist who forgets 

(s)he is a journalist
 deconfliction = measures taken to avoid one 

operation impeding another
 granularity = smaller facts and incidents 

that allow the construction of a 
detailed view of the war 

 kinforming = informing the relatives of a 
soldier who has been killed

 survival moves = running away
 dead enders = enemy who fight to the death
 hot killbox = one of a 35 mile grid square which 

contains an enemy target

tank on her carpet
from the night
a white descent  storm of noise
  towns and rivers 
  swirl away
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he wants to know why symmetry is important

In a newspaper definition  of the word ‘democracy’ 
and ditto for ‘progress’, ‘rules’, ‘linear’, ‘bigotry’ and….
to anyone wanting ‘celebrity’ inside masks of humility
and single mothers who choose to be
for those who claim ‘one night stands’ are both good and bad for 
health
in the statements ‘unclarity matters’ and
‘nothing important can be handed to anyone on a plate’
in the detail and the complex
for children whose shoes leak
an 11 year old boy whose shirt hangs out
and parents who cannot afford school uniforms
in response to a personality conundrum of an American fe-fie-fo-fum         
female             whose            ego            has           been           tweaked 
to the answer “No, I don’t know why there is NO MOTHER 
CHRISTMAS”
in conjunction with an unusual case of serial monogamy
for the arguments in favour of ‘buy now’ and ‘best to wait’ 
in accepting the fantasy inside the myth of a Virgin Mother
and the idea that god is a puff of wind in stuff-filled space
in the sensation that the best bits of life are ‘between the sheets’
for knowing WHY we can never ‘know’ a tree, a pear, an eagle, an…
for those who are just or just plain everyday

he wants to know why symmetry is so important

leaves of equal length
on gnarled tree twists
lightning strikes twice
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nod and god

in the land of nod god is a sod of an idea

in that other life
solid turns to dream
in this turnover bed
she is an animal
all passion and soft
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a hill blows up

       
as he dozes
pianos in the air
tip sideways
played by black gloved hands  
& a white gull

a hill blows up for no apparent reason

the huffpuffs
put another
in its place
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International TeleVision

Weak signal. Disfigured TV channel. Jagged images refract like stalks 
of flowers in a glass jug half full of water. Thinly coloured shadows. 
Abstract movements. Images that zig one way and zag another. 
Discordant crowd shouts in discordant sounds. Players pull, players 
shove, players kick, swear, tug, pass, hug, pump air.

shorty 
heads
goal

Football cathedral a riot of controlled noise.

Half-time:          BRAZIL 0          ENGLAND 1

Good bad happy sad mad Scottish accent commentary. Distracts. 
Adverts bend with out-of tune-signals. More lines. More legs. More 
bodies interweave. Nothing settles.

  
defence
too
forward

Full-time            BRAZIL 2          ENGLAND 1

referee
looks
away
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pre postmodernist baby

this, my friend, is the unadulterated truth

She left the upwardly winding path for just a moment
 moonsmeared night
         into  as far as far is
         wilderness crags             Comes hallowed 
mist. Bending from the waist, legs apart, she picks up one section of 
a sticky mystery wrapped in a leaf mosaic loosely tied with vine. She 
chants to the beat of darkness and earth bleeds into daffodils. Her 
many softs integrate in a monumental one-off act of self-pollination. 
Mythically believed to be anemophilous, or an outcome of seahorse 
chemistry, this pre-postmodernist pregnancy is unique and of part 
bedevilled, part godhead proportions. Unadulterated mixture. 
But there was more. Never again could there be such uncorrupted 
experience, never again such blissful unfamiliarity and simple 
complexity.
Several light years later inside space and outsidein, at a precise but 
not preordained moment, she evaporates in a cutting edge explosion 
that spreads through vacuums. Day darks, night lights. Everywhere 
combinations disorientate; everywhere extreme and violent contrasts, 
dissonant sounds, patches of discordant colours; everywhere is First 
Time.  

new baby    her first    becometh mixed up   in bacchanalian revelry 
of Babel sounds and vivacious feelings, the skill of perceiving beyond 
unknown parameters and the rumpled formulae of sexual ambiguity. Up 
and down this milk-spilt scenario finite realisations were shattered. But 
there was more! And this, the most nonsensical, is the unadulterated truth. 
Deeper inside the furthest of deep black holes she intuited this special 
moment of would be parthenogenesis, an ethereal act of topsy-turvy 
insemination. She wanted this baby, coveting its archetypal awareness 
of all-that-is-and-what-may-be. She makes light of changes to her 
opulent, unclarified structure that, for the well being of times-yet-to-
be, subjugates a balancing maleness, creating such distortion of her 
unity it appears complete only ever at one point. This timeless, this 
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all-possibilities-simultaneously-realised-in-flux-condition, makes of 
her an homogeneous species; femininity that is pure, nowhere and 
everywhere, like first connections, like a first horizon. Her invisible 
androgyny, too, is everywhere, the generator of this spark of self-
pollination, of pre-parturition. Her masculine voids elevate the spatial 
succulence and unfamiliarity of this babe who, among the glare of 
bloody eggs, germinates perfect conditions for even imperfect matter. 
This is the universe-forming babe of all babes. Spacious and speeding, 
dividing, spreading, it is not a shaped, self-sufficient cosmogony 
with limiting categories, but one that outrageously expands in 
unstable clouds of neutral and incomplete moments of intermingling 
imaginations, an obsessive universe of infinite variety and surprising 
juxtapositions whose coherence owes more to function than form. It is 
an exploration of boats as habitat and transport, a point of departure 
and danger, of home and unenclosed wanderings. Beyond that, is 
cave imagery, fear of contacting, or a universe picture reduced to an 
equation or single sound.  
This, my friend, is the unadulterated truth. This babe is-as-it-is and 
truly something else!  

softest of rubs     
in that loveliest of flesh
greatest of sounds    
in that drift towards feeling   
now is forever

The Big Bang, as it was signified millions of time-scales later, rich with 
anthropomorphic notions, was expedited in the shortest of moments, 
coincident with imaging the Milky Way, and before rituals, fantasies 
and self-immolation. Milk gobbling and slupping, blubbery lips of her 
self-begotten one dribbles and sprays everywhere. Lush leftovers from 
Big Mummer’s expansive glands spurt through foreverness, coalescing 
into matter. Stars turn on light and pour into endless space and bend 
it back. That is it! Shamans make the volcanic edible and the invisible 
visible. Such wonders are fit for consumption because servants spawn 
mirrors, pictures, symbols, similes, metaphors, allegories, parables 
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and paintings like that, steadfastly named ‘Origin of the Milky Way’. 
A fleshly suckling woman squirts stars in premeditated abandon.   
star struck    her enlarged eyes see only purple. But that, the unadulterated 
truth, is as nothing compared with this special experience. A 
MotherandChild unlike any depicted on canvas or wall, carved in 
marble or stone or described in holy tombs. They leave no message, 
being a lyrical time and space ripple inside an undulating flap. There 
is no communing with mysteries, no mirage of living, nothing more 
esoteric than meaning more, much more, than is-as-it-is. 

But what, imprecisely, is that? This is the truth.

An expansive belly of All Mother conceives once. There would be 
one-offspring. She, All-Knowing-Disciplinarian-but-all-Forgiving-
FatherMother, births her one child as two, divisible, brother and sister, 
twins, rivals, lovers. Inside her, this conjoined foetus draws sustenance 
from a food basket of luvmingletingling, speedchurning time until, 
on one seagreenlight and skygullwhite clear day, when crinklymoons 
are sweptalong, sucked into a wombs darkwarmth, the carefree, well 
oiled parts of the mummyfed bubelah of all that expands into the 
great stormblack nucleic rush. What remains of this moment is an 
excessive roar and a monotone night with a full quorum of twinklies. 
An hermaphrodite births!

  
mainly fruit trees
inn zat beg guardien
1ripe apull

This babe has it all! An indissoluble AdamEve; Apollo, god of 
light and justice; sol justitiae - sun as fierceness; Dionysus, powerful 
alter-ego who supplants calm and order with communal frenzy. 
And what of his sister in single twinship? What of her? Daphne; 
Aphrodite; Plato’s Venus Coelestis and Venus Natural, Celestial 
and Vulgar, physical desire? Clothed and unclothed, covered and 
naked, EarthSeaEastWest; this is no half-hearted feminine. She 
is in advance of the luxuriant Venus de Milo, or Venus of Desire 
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depicted as a Syrian divinity. Together they are moonsun, lightdark, 
nightday, softhard, redgreen, flesh-made-stone-made-flesh, reckless, 
brash, cruel, compassionate, polarities of design and irrational action, 
Puritanical and wildly depraved. We, who are poor reflections, 
never know. They, alone, know. They, alone, are in and outside, are 
perfect in their androgyny, beyond frail ambiguities, toy egos and 
fatal misinterpretations. Their techniques against one-dimensional 
progression are subversive. Compared to such single-minded duality, 
this object of desire and disordered movement, efforts towards a 
spectre of epiphany fall far short.  her   busily filling up    with him 
pandering to narcissistic oppression with pools and mirrors and 
towards-the-bed flattery. This single twin babe has only to glance to 
assess weight of breath, complacent conundrums, the insubstantial; 
flick an eyelid to transmute apparently disconnected objects, know 
mixed up combinations and how boundaries are flipped open.   

There is some bar room chatter about the female-bits-and-pieces-of-
men-and-vice-versa. Even here a softly, softly approach is best as mind 
manacled confusions reign supreme. Now, the stage safety curtain 
falls, iron masks relock, unearthed taboos reclaim iconic roles, and 
devices are set on autopilot. Inside all is quiet. Infuriatingly quiet!

as white eyes blink
they lie on the single bed
oil patches spread out
and begin to flow over
fragments of a shared shadow
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on fairies and things

     
her love
in the shower
she muses

In London, size-wise gross and ambiguous in its’ forms of alienation, 
lived a ravishingly beautiful woman. She coveted two attained 
ambitions: living alone and having a shower every day. Both gave her 
pleasures way beyond the functions of shelter and cleanliness.

scents fill each shower 
she stands still as a statue
and lets her eyes fill

Hotter days add a bath to these pleasures, when she would lie, knees 
softly bent, dreamily feeling every part of herself gently, mind and 
ears submerged beyond the surface plane of the water, random floats 
of thought that pass for ideas, and quiet rivulets of feeling that eddy 
back to front and back again to the top.

in a bath  
she dreams of Delilah
just her smile

Once, on a soft May holyday holiday, she surprised herself with a 
confusing twinge of loneliness. she feels herself    a lip quiver   On this 
unique occasion she was fortunate in that a priority Fairy flew into 
her need, quietly gliding through an opening. Androgynous, and so, 
by definition, soft hard, beauty beast, male female, interior exterior, 
irrationally rational, a square circle, colour and the lack of it, rainbow 
and its fading, cerebrally imaginative and a  rarer, more subtle and 
efficacious concoction, stopped whatever else was the intention of 
the day, her refined ear resonating in a high grade wind. Stretching 
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sound waves, in keeping with genetic structures that go back forever, 
a flight pattern is altered.

hill-beyond-hill
their mist shrouded summits
can just be seen

A visit is required, a gift delivered. As desire was sensed so it 
happened.     U

here 
             w h y ?   A  
recognition smile changes the shape of our slightly lonely, ravishingly 
beautiful heroine-in-A#-Minor who adores her daily shower and 
hotter day baths and, self-contained, living alone. 
moon sickles          with no thread or trails           a wrapped magic box  
Coyly, she accepts the gift, a tiny bottle of silky, milk-coloured shower 
jewels. She studies them until teatime, first with her eyes, then smells, 
tentatively tastes, listens to their abstract sounds and, finally, rolls, 
presses,  and squeezes them.
the fairy  sprinkles  antibiotic glitter over her it did        it did
She flicks some, expecting them to land far away, but they drift down 
towards her naked feet. Nothing much else happens. But she knows 
true secrets believe beyond thought and feeling, below the mainstream 
and out the other side of everyday. She not only was happy to live 
alone, clean inside the sinuous movements of a daily shower, she 
was also nobody’s fool. She knew a thing, or even two, about gifts 
from fairies.
Then She Took Her Shower.  Lost in silver clouds of water.
Bach Fugue Operatic Aria Body on Fire
The heat of water, the noise and shapes of water, the silk, milk-
coloured gels, ecstatic rubbing of fingers against irradiating skin and 
flowing soap trails coalesce in an electric collage. Every movement, 
every transformed jewel bouncing liquid tingles, excites and pleasures 
sensual points. Eyes close; body weakens; dreams disintegrate 
reconnections / even herwishesmerge  This duality of pain and full-blown 
pleasure lifts the everyday mundane onto a level from which she never 
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wishes to descend. No more twinge of loneliness or lowness. 

a small cloud        it soon disappears      inside the sky.

Biologically, and by inclination, she remains outside the gargantuan 
epiphany of analysis. To understand is not a need. Her capacity to 
accept and enjoy seems limitless. This she does day after glorious day. 
Her path, living alone and daily shower, employing the mythic effect 
of symbols and apt metaphors, integrating intellect, feeling, logic and 
intuition with pleasure, is the configuration of each day.

she strays
her swingly shapes
move with her

So, you think all this the unnatural honey of an abnormal life, too 
far-fetched to fit any expectation of a gift from an androgynous fairy. 
Listen, then! After precisely one year of ritualised ecstasy she became 
sort of pregnant, which goes to show that only knowing a thing, or 
even two, about gifts from fairies is simply not enough.

she is in good health
the  last breath out of my love
as strong as the first
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the great secret

Once upon a very long time ago lived a grizzly old man. He was 
a loner; hardly ever spoke. His beard, once strong and black, was 
now worn out, thin, Talmudic. Minus his rim-wired spectacles he 
has difficulty in reading the tight Gothic font of the books in which, 
every day, he immerses himself. A slight hump exaggerates an already 
twisted backbone, and is the cause of his awkward walk. Children are 
nervous of him. He tries to avoid their intrusion. No one approaches 
him or visits his unkempt house. Although it is generally agreed he 
has never committed any overtly suspicious act it was sensed there 
were darker moments inside his mess. At dusk he walks around the 
village, crossing lanes and fading fields, a hint of a smile troubling 
his face. To most he seemed like a character that had stepped out 
of a Gothic tale, someone who never suffers a catastrophe but, in 
unspecified ways, is its cause.
   

they stare 
at his difficult smile
their too blue eyes

I suppose I know him better than most. Not that this amounts to much. 
I study in the same building, sometimes use the same books. Only 
after he has finished with them. I notice him notice me. Occasionally 
he leans over, seeming to know when I am bemused by a particularly 
complex section of a book or manuscript. Usually he sighs, or sounds 
a low “oohm” and “I would give that page a miss for the time being”. 
Not acknowledging his testy breath, I turn the page.

You may imagine my surprise when, with unnerving closeness, we 
are face to face. I had not realised just how craggy, lined and indented 
he is. I really do hear the sound of my heart, feel an increase in the 
speed of its beat. Even more surprising is that he talked; talked as if 
it were an everyday, social event. No one else is present. Proving he 
did, and what it was he said, is not easy. I suggest you believe.

“There is, young man, no idea, no principle, no concept, no objective 
reality we can pinpoint as TRUTH. At least, not any that is transmissible. 
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So don’t waste hard earned money and precious time poking around for 
it. There is no such animal” I am so taken by the youthfulness of his 
voice and its incongruity that it is difficult to grasp he is talking, and 
talking to me, let alone take on board what he means. More difficult 
is to respond intelligently or lucidly. “It just isn’t there,” he continues. 
“Do you believe me?” I nod like a dumb and Will-less child. “Well, 
don’t! That isn’t true either. Dangling feet from a concrete, shell-encrusted 
jetty into clear seawater on a windless evening, now THAT is trueth. 
Speaking, hearing and knowing your name, THAT, too, is truest. Do 
you believe me, boy”? Remarkably, his voice had changed, deepening, 
raspy, and quieter, much quieter. Now I  lean towards him to catch 
what is being said. Naturally, I resent being referred to as ‘boy’, 
and am fairly certain he said ‘truth’ as ‘trueth’ and ‘truest’. Again, 
I nod. “Again, don’t! I made it up. That is what grizzly old men with a 
bit of a hump on their back and a chip on their possibly theosophical 
or philosophical shoulders and a straggly white beard like an ancient 
Chinese poet outcrop do”.

That is what he told me, and that is the truth. I may have 
recruited a few words, and admit it does read a bit off-beam. What 
does it matter? Next day he is dead. I think it was the next day. I 
forget the washing-up, tug at a wispy beard, an ancient memory not 
so accurate anymore. But it was a secret told me once upon a very 
long time ago.

ancient mound
cedar trees uplift
and oaks crack
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Mystery                           of E    scape 
                           

 We invade empty areas watch shadows   fill each flower feel 
locals sponging off us escapees from this or that bomb scene or from 
more gunshots  a crow squwwwarks  then stops. Of course, they, too, are 
escapees. We all are. For much of each day we escape from somebody or 
something somewhere. Other bits happen…I suppose. Not much, when 
all is said and done. Diversion, survival therapy. under the table/under 
mum/breath withdraws. I know this and assume you do. Maybe we never 
mention it. I don’t know. I know I don’t and assume you don’t either.  
I said “there are questions, there are answers, but not both”  
Sun settles     each grain of sand     slips away      

 Once upon a long time ago there was a need to open. It was 
that wet day of wet sticks, dank and flaccid. Horizons foreshorten. 
Iridescent groups of starlings spread inside the light of a prised open 
dawn. I wake up as if never asleep! What could cause this? A naked 
swim in the Serpentine? Climbing a tree in front of workers relaxing 
on shiny grass? Holding the hand of a chimpanzee on a trip to the 
Tate Modern Art Gallery? Undressing in front of an open window 
seemingly oblivious to the watching Cleaner? Manly from the neck 
up and knees down, fashionable woman in-between, and a stroll in 
the Park with soft leather gloves and matching handbag. That would 
do it! Important to hide behind bushes, able to be seen but not, lost 
in fantasies and covert self-absorption, oblivious to close-up focus.  

 Everywhere is moonlight and dark. Everywhere a suspension 
of judgement on a cuckoo with blue eyes, a man who watches a 
bedroom light switch on and off, girls in a holocaust photograph 
who look like cadaverous men, a childhood bus driver who will not 
stop, women who stand in sea froth becoming an awkward myth, the 
sounds of a fuzzy moon, roasted pigs that canter alongside broods 
of trees coloured by the crackle of shells breaking, and for a fragile 
event that appears just long enough for us to be unsure. This is 
change of direction and change of time, a remedial forgetfulness, 
cathartic escape from one path zapped into others, a movie about 
bit players.            
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concerns of sunset
                     rooks backseat film shows 
 and thoughts of war one dimension removed from
other escapist activities. Escape into escapades. That is it! 
her time sleeps with him
                        she looks at wet watch hands

                                             with half open eyes and I will not know 
if I am seen. That is the point of escapes. What begins as a tiny 
blemish rapidly becomes a crack in the skein of adventures. Soon, 
more shocking revelations. Gorgons and creatures of the enigmatic 
paradoxical are everywhere. What I want to do tomorrow is already 
history. Minutes clog up memory. Atmospheres are drunk with the 
mystery of transience.
glasses down her nose
 she stares at  vacant feelings
  a white cats black cough 
Claypole, Pyworthy, Epsom, Fulham, Leeds, Southampton, Tonbridge, 
Llangorran, Barnet, Rochdale, Walthamstow, Hornsey, Carshalton, 
Stowlangtoft, Stepney, Number 10 School, Wallington Grammar, 
Wimbledon Art School, RCA, Hornsey, Rochdale, Barnet, Eastleigh, 
Southwark College and more; houses, children, scraperboards, 
painting. More of everything. Memories escape into a jaded present. 
moon reshaped clouds    he stares towards bat flights       and her and her and   
What more is left, what else escape? At traffic lights the clutch is 
pressed, brakes released. Smell of petrol mixes with exhaust fumes. 
Accelerator primes. Fog, sounds of cars, of night and dark, convex 
and misted mirrors, pitted smells of crevasse edges and cleaved bodies 
devoured.  A history of escape escapes me.       

forefingers
trace parents headstone
there is a crack
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23rd january 2005         (their time)

Today I am sixty-nine. 69! I have waited a long time for this 
incubating pupa to emerge into an ancient butterfly. Here is another 
angle of a disintegrated journey. Huddled inside the horizon’s shadow 
line, an unfathomable future avoids detection, erodes into mere 
possibility, byword for an insufficient circularity. Now, at last, in the 
full view and glare of birthday gloss winter sunlight, time and flesh 
comprehensively merge, a lineal time moment hugged and kissed. 

69
a position of trust

 and fantasty

“A birthday life cycle is a grid calculation time scale based 
on celestial relationships, is relative and relatively short. Some we 
share; the big ‘0’ this, the big ‘0’ that, and pressing on 70 is at least 
provocative. All special, a few transfix, even transform into relief 
and renewed expectancy. I have two. Not many, I admit, but both 
difficult to deal with.         
The first was 33. The second is TODAY.”

“Why 33?” “Pretty obvious, I would have thought”. “Not to me.” 
“No? O.K. I’ll spell it out. When a wailing air raid siren could be a 
last sound, when i have not yet touched the shadow of birthday 6, 
let alone 9, and have survived other hits on this black spot, the sense 
i am chosen by a Being to fulfil an as yet unspecified but, naturally, 
majestic purpose, is strong. It follows that mum and dad inherited 
me, proven when again denied a chicken leg prepared as part of the 
burnt offering for a mysterious and sacrificial ritual or offering. i am 
a subliminal and cranky gift-from-the-gods, innocently adopted into 
an improbable household. Survivor of quirky circumstances, it is an 
indisputable hypothesis, especially as faith-based. Preposterous? 
Definitely. Childish? i know. My excuse is no impoverished kid knows 
about Einstein, they are scary times, and i am a child hugging a kind 
explanation like any other consolatory pillow. There, that’s it!” “What 
has that got to do with being 33, for christallnacht sake?” “Are you for 
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real? Jesus was 33 wasn’t he? Get it? i was mighty relieved to survive 
that day, i can tell you”.
“69  Get it?”

war child
an everneverland

of ghouls and good luck
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P & p

she is in there
somewhere in that sure line
he too is r r real

October 8 1964. In another of many spiral-bound books P draws 
naked men and women.   

his rapid drawing    pencil lines thicken    into nude people   

They live close to the bridge of his sketchbook. One is of a male 
admiring and inspecting an apparently shy and defenceless female 
in a way both intimate and controlled.  
her body   in great working order    so many softs  
Her breasts are the point of contact. Never can that develop. He 
is strong, semi-Greek, neoclassical; she, the construct of an idea. 
Her emotional life is differently formed. A childlike arm hides an 
insignificant head. Other hands cover her pubic nudity. To make this 
possible, P supportively gives her three of each. 
woman with 3 arms            just sufficient       to do what’s needed      
Simultaneously, her youthful bottom, three-quarter view, turns away. 
There is multiplicity of viewpoints, of actions, a metamorphosis of 
line into volume. By an osmotic process they seem to know their 
place of static motion.   
imaginary
 relationship 
  entangles 
                           He couches a breast; opens to her nervous closures. 

“I l l love your sm m mall head. I l love your sm sm mell. I love your f 
feel. In our t time-f fixed  m m moment I know it is n n not p possible 
but, if it w were, I would r r ravish you.”   

“I know. But is that it? This is as far as it goes, as good as it gets? We 
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cannot be more than what we are now? It’s not that I mind being a 
static motion, but why am I always naked? P & p must think we are 
woefully incomplete. They brought us here and, until erased, here 
we remain.  it is  one deceit   too far   the fallout    is forever and we will 
live together, incompletely complete, in this immobilized posture. 
There has to be membranes that can stretch, slit and expand, collide 
and forever bounce away. I know you are always here, will always 
cup my breast-shaped line, but I can never know who we really are. 
Sometimes I wonder, why me, why you? Yes, it is scary. I’m really 
angry with P and p”.  

she slides down mirrors
AliceThroughTheLookingGlass
is a fairy tale?

After a silence he replies; “I don’t know why. If I did we would not 
be naked, maybe even not be here. I would not be a semi-Greek, 
neoclassical man of the Gods, with or without a stutter. Is it because 
you are innocent and our bodies rage? I am not always this line of 
cerebral perfection. I am also P’s Hybrid Raging Bull, a Minotaur, 
ancient symbol of virility, built to seduce, to appear and disappear, 
to sell your arabesque curves.”

“That is nonsense. I am not an innocent virgin. Haven’t been one for 
years. Rub the polished surface and what I am is revealed. If you want 
me, have me, but cut out the macho misfit pictures!”
neoclassical man he solves his fears with a touching line 
“We are 2 characters in an adult fairy story, lines of a drawing. Fixed. 
Never can we consummate. This is our lot; a still image inside a 
revelation drawn by one P, written by another”. the drawn lines draw 
on.  “Here, on this mem’brane, I can thank and then forget them. It 
could have been so different. We might have made love anywhere 
and at any time we liked. Now we are rooted in a forever present, a 
mixed-up reality of literary p. and sexual projection of old visual P. 
Our relationship leads only here. We cannot know what life is like 
beyond the language of old p, or the speedy lines of even older P.   
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another man    enters our picture –    it will  not work.
For all eternities of eternity we, together, are alone, thin forms just 
connected. No more shape than that. I will remain a coy liar, and 
you impotent and quite inadequate. Listen! We have only just met, 
so you can take your hand off my tit right now. Sorry! My memory 
is just nowhere. We have no choice. It is not your fault. We Remain 
SiameseTwins until such time as we burn a crispy black or suffer an 
operation of independence. What’s wrong? Why are you looking at 
me like that? Stop it! You’re crying. It’s not possible, not allowed.  
STOP IT! If you don’t I will leave the page, return with a pair of 
scissors, cut through vulnerable points and lay what is left of your 
line over my knees, spank it into a flat circle, and leave you to lean 
against the edge of the next white page. Come on now, semi-Greek-
Neoclassical-man, a smile! That’s better. For us, P and p no longer 
exist. Don’t do that! Leave me alone! Go away! P & p, over here, 
quick! Erase this demented, neoclassical line from the tale. Write him 
out before he does some real damage. I can cope on my own. Much 
prefer it. I feel faint.”  

a Picasso line
concentrates unevenly
new word images

Large eyed, he continues to look past her and, turning his linear, 
semi-Greek head to older P, calls out loudly: 
“Give me your pencil!” 
By way of diversion he says something he knew she would be unable 
to hear. Then, turning to the clean back of himself, wrote in the 
recognisable hand of P
“AM I OR AM I NOT R R R REAL”?                          8 October 1964    

  
theystillplay 
thatsameancientgame
itneverloosensthegrip
P&p 
haveonillusion
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she broke his leg in the strangest way     
  
       only now
motorway noise      she remembers
she suddenly decides      throws away the key
to jump on his leg        
    tea
    toast

sex
   and a broken vase   her brother

        two frogs

        and a kitten

a cat

      throws a live rat in the air    a horsefly

            and then again  lands on his leg

      she flicks it off

    he screams with pain

    somewhere in that dark room

    she grabs him

 disconnects the phone

  only now she remembers

 why she brought one shoe

        a pencil line

    half dressed bends twice and leaves the paper

   she sucks his finger  
        a leg twist

  with unsteady hand  
  she feels his broken bone his carpet
  carrion crows walk  tempts her
      she resists his brokenleg
      and his attempts to

on valentines day
she kisses his hand made card

this broke his leg

she broke his leg in the strangest ways

out of control storm
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Section 3
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beauty of mystery

razor winds
shave an ancient custom 
more blank canvas

She walks forward, her face half covered. A Mask over Veils of stirred 
MakeUp. She is the beauty of mystery. Half made, half erotic, she 
is the sensual beyond sense, exotic allure inside the translucence of 
meandering perspective. 

 with night      her colour changes       trap for the unwary 

Eyelid blink, she is lost. Silver cloud, she is regained. Sometimes 
I sneak inside her agreeably disordered dreams, imagination 
ennobled.

beach shells float
before they             lie        sidebiside 
anaemic dreams blur
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is as is it

“…l’imperfection incurable dans l’essence même du present” ¹

journeys end  at last the door closes   two eyes two lips is as is it, 
imagine nothing else to mix up the order of natural plays about me 
and she with private confessional, sweat on his back  U and i too can 
read language specials with mutual humiliation in fears natural is as 
is it an advertising mirror of mine and yoreSelf, one of opening-up 
images through which ritual compassion is easy as practice-makes-
perfect, does and does not compare with difficult ‘is as is it’, a 
doubling of closeness cover becomes more of love as the presence 
in one person onto others deeply affect, coming from similar and 
different maps, the contours disfigured of shape are to speech and 
actions from those most affected, reduce tensions, narrows distance, 
targets security to naming events of those that so much hurt, freedom 
of revelations known too much of already, an unusual time for he 
cannot himself forgive, an experience embracing this strangely new 
eyeballing of events into sucking them onto codes of hurting those 
who want not freedom from, story of you and mine, tell i of U, you 
of us, usage and misusage of him good and not to my feel, and felt 
U and i feel greater than ever, inverted to my over word slipstream, 
visual of breaking apart pictures, downing images of both who is as is 
it, U blind fear of admitting knowns, pleased not to see white knuckle 
fists pressed, only handwritten, prettily stored lovey-dovey letters, 
all neatly and stained wet tears of redlypurple, U who prefer a man 
older, in never ending spheres resting on a redlypurple robe, where 
sanity blends soft madness is as is it, and today, unravelling tangles 
of adultessence, misunderstandleys, of mixed messages miscalled, 
unneeded conflictions, from phoenix arising deeper of close heartfelt 
to be, questions of yet to come to, a di@ry, an adulterator/who commits 
pseudocide/of verballfusions, a house style that questions again itself 
about what do I, what can we, what we do, what do U do, do i, i 
do, i do care this our road is as is it uncertainly solid, i and U make 
we legitimate, easy to make U and i us, still lie we, eyes unblinking,  
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multi-coloured patches flow fragments over us into shadow, self portrait 
still a complexity of me/you once fragmented, after these years to us 
dissolve, reassemble you-in-me as one-in-two and inside-out, to be 
broken up, broken down, broken into raw bristles new, brittle senses 
disjoin from his/hers back to i/U, more than once of “all your time 
is as is it heavens jungular hell”, “i luv U love and cannot beyond 
always go”, “U, why you never close me inside closer to me live with?” 
and  more ever now open to keep not attack but destroy compassion 
ritual with a no more frozenstance, more of connection by bodily 
emissions to more shouting loud outflows between them, these 
small, two-in-one, sweetest-of-sweet figurines in a grand white space 
of balancing longtime everyday resentments, watched not by inside 
this pretty serious history, neatly kin forming into sweet swells of U, 
gentle wells and smells of U, and U and i feel and wallow, purr and 
swallow, and she drowns, and the he of her sucks down into whirls of  
the two of them    still a mystery of    is as is it.      

¹ “…the incurable imperfection in the very essence of the present moment”     Proust
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s(HE)   he   She        again  and  a gain

he  he  HE  he  He  HE  hE  HE  he  he   he  hE   he   HE   hE    He  

she She She sHe shE she She She  she She shE shE  she sHE

s(HE) S(hE) S(He) s(hE) s(hE) s(he) S(he) S(He) s(hE) s(he) S(HE)

met sought met sought met sought sick meet seek meet sought  

love sleep love meet talk love and fight meet talk making love with making         

emerge merge submerge consummate elongate lush affluence separate      

deny denial blaspheme cry scream blaspheme blame blame and shame

meet again love again light again strive thrive keenly love again and again 

and a gain  in a new beginning  deeply and thinly new touch towards a new

closeness  and  aloneness  and  clowns  and  candy and compact and  meet

andmeetandfightandmeetandloveagainandagainandwanderawayagain

his body earthed   still she resents    his body earthed     
s t i l l  s h e  r e s e n t s     h i s  b o d y  e a r t h e d

in his cuddle     her hysterics     in his cuddle     her hyst

sloshy shoes   lipstick on his cheek   sloshy shoes   lipstick on his cheek  sloshy

in the luv drumgle    mingletungletingle     in the luv drumgle     mingletungletingle

afternoon boils    his sand dune shadow inside hers    afternoon boils    

with each drop of blood     her lipstick changes shape     with each drop of blo

at last    the sun and moon    meet    at last    the sun and moon    me
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she hides
  
 

free to come and go
a decompressed emotion
reaches centre stage

she hides in contrived whimpers and covenher skirt, lickerling in a 
hopen of centred triangle, & Y knot keep secrete from her nu yunger 
boyfiend, (a bit of a sinsexual sissy if a pair of truths whirr hever told) 
her belly springing in thisandthat way, and my sellf f risk and h old and 
ungentilly softenher and softly coo, feelplaying the chilli arena of this 
trickling and that lushinesses, a cunninglingeram and tingleaarram 
if ever i saw one, scentsuall in the correct manna, enrichening to 
distraction, with fasterer breatherings and jingling breasts and higher 
sigherings, the mounting mountain peaks of singeings & XplOshones, 
and more of the same and much more of differents, wearing hearts 
on sleeves, replacements with whispering nightbats, falling stars and 
wispy moons, and hear wimpish imps conglutinate and, as they have 
little to do and nowhere else to go, confiscates bat and ball delusions 
and her porosity and hidey holes, be4 heeding out to sea whotever 
there is 2seee, she hides inside her caverns. 
    

d x  top they   
e x   stop
s k
c i
e s between and half
n s   way
d e
i s
n x
g x  bottom
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she & he

she
a cuddlecomeon
moves her wetly lips

 
That rejected and used man likes tennis court sounds. With good 
reason jealous and overwhelmed, he cannot fathom female twists and 
turns, especially when executed with such fearless skill and virtuosity. 
Looks in a mirror for answers. No help there. For his well-being 
this may be good. Bemused, it does help his shaky self-belief float 
in dangerous waters. She notices details that others do not. That is 
how it has always been. Her lips, creative ways, sensitive intelligence, 
uneasy breathing and pains fit into the same regulation-size boxes. 
Mr Primary He skims beach pebbles. She does not. Her breasts are 
average-to-small and are, as foretold in the morality tale The Three 
Bears, ‘just right’. Who knows where today may lead she and he. 

He? He likes solitude. She? Mostly. Always, to herself, counts his 
orgasms. Cannot help it. hands lost in flesh   his older eyes   flicker. He 
gives to London Underground buskers and approves of her results. 
Sometimes she wants to be his most precious pebble. Not skimmed. 
Safe inside his hand inside a pocket, going everywhere with him. 
Other times she wants to be She, separate and alone. For now she 
counts his orgasms. He skims beach pebbles. She knows they will 
sink. He is a juggling clown and makes her laugh. No one else sees 
her minus each day’s mask. His dreadful bits, his pathetic bits make 
her resent, make her cry, make her angry, though no one makes her 
feel so good so bereft so feminine so much. With less knowledge of 
how, some bits of her have a similar effect on him. Given what, for 
him, is too much heat, her nakedness barely copes. Unmasked from 
mascara she is vulnerable, but remoulds into a number of feelings 
that complete nameless parts. She dislikes cold, he being an orphan. 
As often as possible he breathes her air. 

She is an experimental cook. Brilliant results. Mostly. He slavers 
in them. Adores her. With slavish hard work, he manages to deprave 
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most of her recipes, desecrate them into moribund heaps of mixed 
tastes. She and he easily invent a maze of incorrect messages from 
ambiguous signals. They both, unbalanced, bounce unintended 
negatives like novice teenagers, build jungle within jungle of tangled 
interpretations. Her head wants to see the world but sweats at the 
thought of flying. Personalised envelopes, small works of crafted art, 
colour her fireplace. He makes them. She wears vulnerable clothes 
sensitively and loves the envelopes, especially when carefully franked. 
Contents are of less interest, although one or two are just too good to 
bin. A hat basket retains them. She and he grow through each other. 
Mostly. Both live dangerously. Too close to north and south, to huge 
black holes from which nothing escapes. ½ of him thrives inside her 
dream. ½ of her is that dream. She grows with heat. He is that heat. 
She weaves and he melts. In a chosen space they will meld.

her flowers
he names them
two at a time
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U and I              almost

on a carousel -
U up and i down 
pierce a corona

i love him like no other. For much longer. Like it is forever. Denials 
sidestepped. Now freely and openly love U. And with what intensity, 
with what fervour. Metabolism changes forever. Even to myself, i 
admit becoming more exciting, more daring. Ideas flow more often, 
through more tributaries, in more directions. And i let them associate 
in wonderfully weird ways, richly coloured and bubbly. Sometimes i 
surprise myself at how many are new and original applications. The 
name of the game, of course, is creative interplay. And i play it like 
a maestro. “My, but U know how to keep a man happy”, i and my 
reflection whisper back and forth. “This is my special skill. i can scatter 
gold stardust into the air and let it settle inside both of us, making 
of U and i a new combination. Sometimes i nearly drown in your 
maelstrom of blind belonging. Senses blaze and explode. The magic 
of my femininity overwhelms me, a pleasure i am not about to destroy 
with understanding. This is just total giving, grandiose wanting, a 
desire to sink inside, lick the marshmallow to the final dissolve, a drop 
through goose-down pillows into unknown places. & Y not?  

i love her like no other. Ridiculous loving. Over-the-top, imperative, 
crazed. Even by my extreme standards, the range of passion is 
outlandish, obsessive, padded in a jealousy-riddled straitjacket that 
hurts, and mists that retain fog smells beyond endurance - almost. 
Yet it still encloses a certain dignity and nobility - almost. An endless 
stream of vitality and wit, an enthusiasm that thins dull patches, 
a plastic intelligence, and ribald, almost bawdy attachment, also 
enlivens it. Sometimes i almost even step into a tightly formed bud, 
a spot of sunny potential. 
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sound of breath
completes the picture
their edges jigsaw

Time-consuming as it is, this need for U and i to be together almost 
soak up a galvanising insecurity. After an initial acceptance of volcanic 
overuse and a squandering all that is rational, we swish bodies. 
noisy passions overlap Often. With as many variations as outsourced 
imaginations make practical. Almost every word U and i speak 
blooms; everything touched stretches. Nothing empty. Nothing still. 
Everything crackles. Almost every touch a vibration. Nothing about 
U and i is old-fashioned, nothing comfortable. Everything crazily 
upgrades. 

throtes at feevur pich
and bodies clamour
for each other
that is the way it is
with U and i

This craving to be loved, this ultimate of all passions, this irrational 
strength and effort, has a downside for U and i.  How else is a balance 
made? How else retained? How else to live?
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masks

her mascara mask 
 now she wears the new seasons

castaway model

After disconnecting her nipples (feelings 
being verboten) she sits on a swivel chair 
at a dressing table, curious, masked, but 
secure and calm. Silently she works on eyes 
and cheeks, using her mirror reflection as 
anchor. The only indication of movement 
is a slight twitch of her bloodied lips. More 
blood drips onto them. Her new lipstick 
changes shape.
     
One of those observing her back view from 
behind a mirror window senses the slightest 
adjustment in the size of her nostrils.
silent night     something wrong    in her head
Though renowned for being eagle-eyed 
and with a skill to pierce solids, there is, 
about this, no great feeling of certainty as 
the movement is barely audible. It is not 
mentioned. She turns round, unaware of not 
being alone. She looks up before starting to 
talk untruthfully about men who lie. 

No one recognises her.

mirror s e p a r a t e s
howlcome know 1 seeems 2 no
what is going on?
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just GOT to

      just GOT to tell somebody

         another birthday
 her skin so young

so white
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an
event

too 
ambiguous
enigmatic

unbelievable
inexpressibly  f r i g h t e n i n g

and
numbing
to know

where pain ends 
and

silence
begins

there are no words
there really are none
none none
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Section 4
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past imperfect       Haibun Book 1

…a true mind opener, in all its polymorphic bitter-sweet intensity…
breaks new ground and has given me much to think about how I can 
progress my own writing.           anne stephens

This iconic work will influence generations of haibun writers.    
 stelan painter

….Prose is as subtle as your haiku, and yet you manage, within that 
overall subtlety, to achieve an affecting ‘earthiness’. It is a most 
unusual work and provides a paradigm for those who wish to write 
haibun. The illustrations are an added bonus. michael bangerter

….some scenes flash but the after-image lingers. Others, with sound 
rhythms, new meanings of old words, creep into the senses.  
      diane stonehouse

delightful kaleidoscope of a Londoner’s wartime life, glorifying warts 
and all. A must read! This helter skelter wartime bio’s the ultimate 
indulgence for haibun lovers.  ernest berry 

What he does by contrasting traditional layout with examples of 
other possibilities is to turn the genre inside out…challenging 
preconceptions of concealment and openness, sanity and insanity. 
He dips below the surface to describe a world of hiding, of masks.         
 jon a. daniels

A feast for the senses. This is groundbreaking work from one of 
today’s finest writers.             issy s. sharpe

past imperfect is the first anthology using graphics and other forms 
of media to reflect the moving personal and spiritual journey of the 
author, like pictures seen in an art gallery from which layer upon 
layer of meaning may be gathered. patricia prime
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The stories he tells are completely compelling…wherever my eye falls 
I cannot help myself from being amazed at (his) ability to instantly 
suck me into his world. It is not pretty, and he tells it without artificial 
sweetening, but it feels honest and I am a true sucker for honesty.     
                                                  jane reichhold 
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